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“Oh that these plains were mine!
That they were Highland North indeed!”

Who is this rude thing? Who’s this fellow
to talk to me this way?

“Ah Xandur! Look what you’ve
become… Xandur!”

“Come with me, Olde Glassfield. I’ll let you
meet Dalleon of Waterfort.”

“Where is your chariot? It is all you
must surrender and you’ll be free.”
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THE BOOK

XANDUR of Olde Glassfield and Arstol of

Highland North were ally princes only few tides ago,
in the glorious realm of the Heirsens…
Until something happened about their skins of
crystal glass; and it made sworn enemies of yesterday
friends.
The two princes now embark on a new-found quest:
To get back or get back at the other heirsen.
Younger Arstol wants to be Xandur Prince of Olde
Glassfield. And old Xandur wants to beat Artsol
Prince of Highland North.
So there arise a dreadful quest and dreaded clash.
Ones that crisscross the epic worlds of Heirsens, and
Bastards… and the Outcast.
THE AUTHORS

Kayode & Tola Olla are a cute duo of

God-inspired novelists and with other
lives as lecturer and as businesswoman.
Facebook:
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A dog returns to his own vomit… a sow,
having washed, to her wallowing in the mire.
2ND PETER 2. 22
_____
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Prologue

THERE is a world men traverse when they sleep

and dream. A universe vaster than the kingdoms of
all princes. And on that mighty sphere dwelt a
realm like nothing on our earth.
The praises were sung of her ruling princes.
Her beauteous damsels were themselves valiant
sons. Horses were no horses there but winged
unicorns. Chariots did not run in that realm; they
flew.
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But that great kingdom was a nameless one.
Except that it was the realm of immortal halfmen
called Heirsens.
And heirsens they were who ruled that universe.
That world men traverse when they sleep.
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Chapter 1

ARSTOL dived through the foggy clouds in a

slothful glide. It was a flight he wouldn’t have
embarked on in the first place. If at all he could
choose.
But what wearied this valiant heirsen wasn’t the
fog beclouding the morning sky. It was rather a
burden of thistle flowers on him.
A painted patch of colourful thistles quietly
clung to Arstol’s crystal armour. And this was
enough burden for the bright, shining prince.
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While mortals dressed themselves in fabric
clothings, heirsens of the timeless realm were
garbed in the Armour of Crystal Glass.
It was one that never shattered but only
cracked. It was one that stuck to the skin in one
piece. Like the garment of a sculpted being.
Moreover, as the hide and skin are to the beasts
of our wild, so was the armour of crystal glass to
heirsens in their realm. It was to them both a body
and a clothing.
And it reflected off its glossy skin some radiant
sunshine from within.
Yet again, here was Arstol of Highland North
with a beautiful floral painting sitting over his
crystal armour, across his pleated skirt of glass.
And still, the valiant heirsen was worried. He
was worried and disturbed.
Prince Arstol flew his chariot of winged
unicorns in a gentle glide, heading towards the city
of Olde Glassfield.
The fog was lifting around the city already. But
Arstol wished he’d taken the morning haze as an
excuse to turn back home.
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For the North prince didn’t love it, that he’d
have to show up in Olde Glassfield. He didn’t love
himself also; that he’d come all the way here.
The noble prince looked down from his flying
chariot. And he spat on the greens and meadows
beneath him. He was down and sunken. He was
sad and bitter.
Prince Arstol had received a special invitation
to attend a solemn feast. It was the Feast of
Remembrance in Olde Glassfield.
The invitation came from the host of the feast
himself, Prince Xandur. And this was the first time
that Xandur would personally invite the North
prince to the solemn feast.
But then three tides back, when Arstol attended
Olde Glassfield’s Feast of Remembrance, the
young prince had sustained a small, painful crack,
in the groins of his armour skirt.
And then, as the cosmetic practice for patching
up body cracks, Arstol had got a beautiful thistle
flower painted over the hurting spot.
For that tattoo painting was also a mystic gel.
An ointment that served to turn pains from body
cracks into achingly sweet sensations.
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But still that purple flower on Arstol’s shining
skin became a burden too much for him, three
tides back. And it completely ruined his
countenance at the feast then.
Arstol couldn’t help the thought that all eyes
feasted on him during the great feast.
He also couldn’t help imagining fingers
pointing at him from behind, even when he didn’t
look to see.
Well, that shame of being clad in patched-up
glass amid a multitude of heirsens… that shame
had simply caused gentle Arstol to stop going to
Olde Glassfield altogether. And since that very
tide.
Still, in spite of Arstol’s subsequent efforts to
mend the flaw on his body, just so he could
reclaim his pride among other nobles…
In spite of all the prince did… the small crack
still lengthened. And widened. And deepened on
his delicate skirt.
In a short while a single-flower patch had been
broadened, and widened. And redesigned into a
widespread cloister of flowers across the glass skirt.
13
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It was a bouquet of colourful thistles adorning
the North prince’s armour now. But Arstol was
unsatisfied.
He simply wished he could dazzle again in one
piece. Like heirsens were born to.
Prince Arstol was burdened about this new
adornment he’d fetched for himself, as he neared
Glassfield city now.
And too burdened was Arstol, that he himself
became a burden for the beasts bearing him in
flight.
Arstol dived down into the low sky, as he rode
his flying chariot beneath the sheets of fog
dispersing already.
And there it was spread out beneath him. The
vast city of Olde Glassfield.
But now that the North prince was attending
the Feast he’d been avoiding since the crack, he
could only imagine how flawed he’d look in front
of the ever so principled people of Olde Glassfield.
Especially in front of Xandur, their steadfast
protector and prince.
14
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The gentle heirsen took a quick glance at his
armour skirt. And in that moment he dearly
wished the adornment was just meant to be there.
‘Why… this looks awesome on me!’ he nodded
again and again.
He wondered now. ‘How can this be too much?
How is it something to be worried about? How is
this too much?’
And Arstol’s mind swung between resistance
and acceptance. He wavered to and fro in his
stance, as his chariot flew over Olde Glassfield
already.
The young noble gazed down at the great city,
and he was awed at the sight before his eyes. The
city had taken on a more luminous glamour for the
feast, than it ever exuded when he last saw her.
This day Olde Glassfield was a splash and
splatter of gold and glitter. It was such no heirsen
had ever seen.
Prince Arstol was astonished. ‘Is this not
Xandur’s domain? Is this not Olde Glassfield?
How can this be in just three tides? Really, how
can it be?!’
15
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The Prince of Highland North was dying to
know now. In that moment, he hastened his
winged unicorns towards the Garden of Honour,
where the festal assembly must converge.
And Arstol’s pace was that of a lightning bolt.
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Chapter 2

A DEEPENED sigh bounced off the uppermost

chamber of the Grand Tower, standing tall at the
gateway of the Garden of Honour.
Yet that hefty sigh wasn’t that of heaviness. It
was a breath of pleasant relief.
Up there in the Grand Tower stood Xandur,
Protector of Olde Glassfield. He’d been gazing at
his own reflection in the Silvershield. And for a
long moment of concern.
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Now Xandur came off his burdensome
thoughts, with a relieving justification for himself.
‘I’ve won this battle again!’ he beamed a smile.
And it was a big, radiant smile he had.
Many heirsens do paint their glass bodies in
colourful petals, so as to conceal and patch up
their cracks. And Prince Xandur had found this
cosmetic practice sort of commonplace.
So in the past two tides, the heirsen prince had
taken pleasure in designing his glass armour with
gold. He painted his body in flowers of gold, that
he thought befitting of the valiant prince he was.
Xandur got gorgeous paintings of golden
laurels to beautify his breastplate and shoulder
flaps. And he covered his glass chest and shoulders
in proud garlands.
Yes, old Xandur had started out with a golden
flower wreath painted over each shoulder. It
happened when he sustained a deep, painful crack
across his right shoulder; and then he got his two
shoulders designed in gold.
So as two tides rolled by, Prince Xandur
extended his shoulder paintings to cover his entire
19
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breastplate also. To cover his breastplate in golden
florals.
Now the Glassfield prince had just won the
battle to still the troubled waters on his inside. For
their pestering waves still rose and fell once in a
while; troubling him quite a few times in a full
tide.
Xandur let out the words a second time now.
‘I’ve won this fight once again,’ he breathed.
But this time the expression lacked the first
bright smile. It lacked the former shine.
Prince Xandur had been guarding Olde
Glassfield for thirty-three full tides.
The old city had waded through storms, and
floods, and wildfire.
Yet Glassfield survived over the turbulent tides.
Even when great and mighty cities crumbled and
fell.
Moreover, Xandur’s Glassfield had been like a
big pasture for several many heirsens. Everyone
who was ready to follow the realm’s Book of Ages
was allowed to graze on Xandur’s green field.
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Yet Prince Xandur’s strict adherence to the
tenets of the ageless Book, only made him
unpopular and shunned among other princes.
But Arstol of the North had always admired
this steadfast protector of Olde Glassfield.
Now Prince Xandur took a last glance at
himself, in the standing Silvershield. And he gave a
gentle nod of approval to his hazy reflection in the
looking glass.
With that the Glassfield prince stepped out of
the private chamber. And he descended the stairs
leading down the Grand Tower.
Now he was ready to receive his guests of
honour.
◙◙◙
Arstol of Highland North arrived. And he perched
his winged unicorns at the wide-flung park, just by
the Grand Tower at Olde Glassfield.
Arstol descended from his chariot, and swept
his gaze around the Garden of Honour here. And
for one long, breathtaking moment.
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Everything was different. The Olde Glassfield
he used to know had changed.
The vast Garden of Honour now shone with
sparkles brighter than the day. And as though its
shining lights were stars of the night sky.
It was a misty morning. Yet numerous silver
lights lit up the feast arena. Like they were
sparkling up a black night.
Olde Glassfield seems brighter than sunshine
today, observed Arstol. Glassfield is indeed in a festal
mood.

Yet Prince Arstol was dazed with shock.
He couldn’t help wondering if all of the
glamour here was simply to commemorate the
solemn feast. Or if all of these were for a merry
banquet he had no idea about.
Arstol really wondered if everything were for
the solemn feast. The Feast of Remembrance.
The North prince was lost in wonder. He
pulled out his invitation from a leather pouch; and
he stared at the face of the letter scroll for a while.
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He gasped. ‘I’ve never seen the Feast of
Remembrance like this before! I’ve never seen it
celebrated in this manner!’
Arstol was still lost in the wonder before him,
when a voice called to him from behind.
‘Welcome… Prince of Highland North!’ the
voice bellowed.
The North prince turned about and saw the
host stepping close from behind.
Arstol stepped a little forward also. ‘Your
Grace…!’ he bowed the head.
Prince Xandur wore a big smile. ‘Have you
been well through the tides?’
Arstol nodded gently. ‘The Father has been
most gracious, sire.’
But then again, the North prince’s eyes still
lodged that look of amazement of the moments
before.
And Xandur could read in those sparkly eyes
that Arstol was too stunned and baffled. Too
astonished at the big change around.
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Xandur interjected a thought. ‘You weren’t here
last tide. And the tide before the last.’
Arstol only acquiesced with a gentle nod.
The Glassfield prince took a quick glance at the
invitation in his guest’s hand, and he resumed right
then.
‘Well, that was why I sent you the personal
invite this tide. I know you won’t refuse me,’ he
grinned.
Arstol’s lips parted with a little smile. ‘Thank
you for the invitation, Noble Xandur. It’s always
been an honour to be a part of the Feast here…’
The North Prince had barely ended his words
when Xandur interposed him with the unexpected.
‘If it is such an honour, then why haven’t you
showed up since the last time?’
The North prince was unprepared for this. The
words hit him right on his sore spot. And before
he could hurry to his defense, Xandur was saving
the day himself.
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‘Well Noble Prince,’ quipped the older heirsen,
‘I hope you won’t miss our Feast of Remembrance
from now on.’ He flashed a slight smile.
Arstol let out a silent breath of relief. He
wouldn’t have to answer why he couldn’t make the
feast through the past tides. He was so relieved.
But Xandur also didn’t ask his question to get a
response. He knew Arstol had avoided the Feast of
Remembrance these three tides.
And the old heirsen could tell why the North
prince was avoiding the feast at Olde Glassfield.
Xandur had noticed the painted patch on
Arstol’s amour skirt when the younger prince last
attended their feast.
And although the two nobles never spoke about
the matter, Xandur could discern why Arstol had
ceased coming to Olde Glassfield.
On the other hand, Prince Arstol himself was
now sure that Xandur noted the patch on his glass
armour, the last time he came to the feast.
Especially with the older prince’s statement
about him missing the feast now.
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Arstol was pretty certain that Xandur knew
these all along. He was also convinced that the
bigger patch across his armour skirt now, hadn’t
also escaped the old noble’s eyes.
Now Arstol envied Xandur. He envied his ever
so pure and shining glass. But just then he took a
deliberate gaze at the Glassfield prince. And he was
dumbstruck at what he saw.
Arstol had always been consumed with his own
thoughts, that he never paid full attention to
anyone around him.
But now that he envied the Prince of Olde
Glassfield, he couldn’t help taking a proper look at
the older heirsen.
And it was right then that Prince Arstol noticed
that Xandur’s shoulders and chest weren’t the pure
crystal glass they used to be.
Arstol realised for the first time that Xandur
had painted his breastplate and shoulder flaps. In
golden floral wreaths.
And young Arstol was too shocked for words.
Xandur noticed that Arstol was staring with an
astonished glare now. And he hoped that the
26
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younger heirsen would equally pay him the
courtesy of silence.
He hoped Arstol wouldn’t pass a remark about
his new appearance. Like he too had been silent
about Arstol’s recent change.
But old Xandur wasn’t prepared to take the
risk, no. He patted Arstol on the shoulder now.
‘Come over; the feast is starting,’ he grinned.
And with that, Xandur hastened away from the
younger prince.
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Chapter 3

HEIRSENS of Olde Glassfield rallied round the

Grand Fountain at the Garden of Honour. And
mists of happiness filled the entire atmosphere, as
the old city celebrated her tidal Feast.
Arstol of Highland North was no stranger to
the custom of the Feast of Remembrance. He
knew everything about the all-important feast.
Heirsens’ Feast of Remembrance was marked in
every city of the realm. And it was celebrated in
28
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almost the same manner across cities; even though
the times of the occasion may vary widely.
The great feast always commenced with the
Solemn Assembly all day long. With readings from
the Book of Ages, and teachings from its hallowed
pages.
Arstol moved to join the crowd gathered round
the Grand Fountain now. His curiosity had been
aroused a little, seeing Xandur’s glass armour
gilded in glittering gold.
Prince Arstol had been a sort of loner since he
was born into that realm. Arstol hadn’t been
interested in other heirsens, except in his own
people.
And of all the tenets in the Book of Ages, the
tenet of ‘the Speck and the Log’ was the closest to
Arstol’s core. He had followed the precept all the
way.
So the North prince had been busy removing
the log in his own eyes, and in the eyes of his own
people.
And so much consumed about his own faults
was Arstol, that he didn’t concern himself about
the tiny specks in the eyes of other heirsens.
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Yet for the first time Arstol had raised his gaze
from himself, and had just beheld a different sight
in front of him.
It was the golden paintings on a glass armour.
And to cap everything, the gilded one was the
protector of the great Olde Glassfield.
Arstol was curious to see more.
Prince Arstol wanted more. He wanted to see
how equally gilded and adorned the people of
Olde Glassfield must be themselves.
Especially when their protector was gilded in
dazzling gold.
Now the Glassfield’s feast that was once like a
burden to the North prince had suddenly become
so light.
The solemn feast had turned a piece of
entertainment to him. It had become a feast for a
curious mind to feast on.
Prince Arstol wasn’t the type to join the rally at
the fountain before.
The North prince would always go up to the
Grand Hall, where the solemn assembly would
30
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converge. And he’d settle himself in his seat, and
get ready for the assembly.
But this time Arstol really wanted to feed his
curiosity.
Yet as a noble protector, he didn’t want to
conduct himself in the manner the gathered
heirsens would behave. The sort of the people who
followed his lead back home in Highland North.
Arstol turned his head at the moment. And he
saw other princes gathered in cloisters at a farther
distance.
Yes, that was where he belonged. But Arstol
knew he couldn’t join in their cheerful chatters.
His quietness was standing in the way. And so also
was his present situations.
Prince Arstol was cast in a dilemma. Neither of
his needs were doable.
Here on one hand was his honour, standing as
proud as a mountain in the paths of his keen
desire.
Yet on the other hand was Arstol’s staunch
personality, spreading as wide as a river in the way
of his noble etiquettes.
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But the North prince was decided at last. He
decided he was going to stay around here a little
longer.
‘I’ll stay and watch the people for a while,’ he told

himself. And then he braced up and settled down a
little closer.
So from a distance, Arstol watched the heirsens
of Olde Glassfield. He gazed and glared as they
danced round the fountain spring.
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Chapter 4

PRINCE Xandur’s voice boomed loud in the Grand

Hall, which spanned so vast across the Garden of
Honour.
And the seated assembly listened to the speaker.
A speaker whose form no one could see.
Xandur declared: ‘Ours is an invisible garment.
It is the garment of gracious honour.’
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He glanced over his seated audience as he
charged on. ‘The cover leaves on Adam and Eve
were visible. But ours is the invisible covering...’
The many gathered heirsens here at the Grand
Hall were attentive. And so was Arstol where he
sat among other princes.
This was the part of the feast Arstol had always
anticipated. And Xandur’s teaching from the Book
of Ages had been what he loved most.
Arstol gently nodded, as Xandur’s words sank
into him. He thought the words further; and his
interest grew even more.
It was what he needed at the moment, he felt.
He needed encouragement about his present
struggle. He needed some reassurance. And here it
was in the words of a speaker he admired.
The old prince continued. ‘The nakedness of
mortals needed to be clad. Man and woman
couldn’t have remained naked; and so there came
the leaves covering them.
‘But even the leaves weren’t perfect. Until the
Father covered the two mortals with clothes made
from animal skins…’
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Xandur called out now. ‘Heirsens of the
timeless realm! Let us walk towards perfection. Let
us embrace the change. Let’s embrace the
colours… as we walk onto the state of perfect
appearance.’
Arstol was confused now. Xandur’s words
seemed clear yet unclear. And the young prince
couldn’t figure what the old noble was saying at
all. He couldn’t make anything out of his teaching.
Arstol pondered. Is Xandur saying we have a
better shining appearance elsewhere? Other than this
patched-up glass I’m seeing on everyone?
What does he mean by all these? Is he saying the
Father is allowing us paint our crystal bodies in leaves
and flowers? To get us to a state of perfect
appearance…? Is that it?

Arstol was disturbed and bothered.
If Xandur means all these, he mused. If he really
means this, isn’t he going against the Book of Ages?
Isn’t he rebelling against the Father and King?!

The North prince was utterly baffled. And the
more he thought about the words, the more
confused he got.
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And so when Arstol couldn’t make any sense
from the teaching, he moved to figure out the
teacher himself.
Arstol stared at Xandur from where he sat in
the Grand Hall. And he aimed to see his glass
apparel again.
But Arstol couldn’t see the form of Xandur’s
gold painted glass. For some blinding lights had
shone against the speaker on stage, hiding his
appearance from the sight of his congregation.
And not even the princes behind the old noble
could see Xandur’s appearance while he spoke.
The sight-blinding lights shining on a speaker
in the solemn assembly, had been a tradition in the
realm.
It had been the tradition that no heirsen might
be able to see the glass garment of a noble prince,
while he taught from the High Altar of Words.
However, many heirsens have the opinion that
the tradition existed to bestow sanctity to the
reading of the Book of Ages.
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Many others would say the blinding lights on a
speaker simply existed to sanctify him.
Yet again, many would argue that a noble could
never err and so needed no sanctification.
But only few heirsens knew the truth behind
the lights. Only few nobles knew the reason for the
blinding beam on a teaching prince.
And Arstol wasn’t among the princes who
knew.
Prince Arstol wished to see Xandur’s gilded
armour again, even after the solemn assembly. But
the North prince knew he wouldn’t be able to see
that sight again.
Not when Prince Xandur was conscious of
Arstol’s curiosity now.
The North prince reclined in his seat in that
moment; and he returned to his burdened
concerns.
Arstol returned to the thoughts of the painted
patch. The painted thistles masking the cracks on
his glass armour.
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Prince Arstol knew it now, that Xandur’s
teaching wasn’t going to be of any help. The old
noble’s words were only going to do him more
harm than good, he admitted.
Arstol gave up completely. He gave up on
looking at other heirsens.
And he withdrew into his quiet shell again.
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Chapter 5

PRINCE Xandur’s poise was as quiet as the tower

chamber where he stood. But his thoughts weren’t
anything near stillness.
The Feast of Remembrance was eventually
done with. And the protector of Olde Glassfield
was back to face himself.
Once again Xandur stared at his reflection in
the giant Silvershield that stood against the
stonewall.
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But the old noble wasn’t only looking at his
reflection in that looking glass. He was also
looking further into his thoughts.
For in that standing Silvershield Xandur could
see himself. And in his reflective thoughts he could
see people’s view of him.
Now old Xandur recalled that peculiar glare.
That look on Arstol of Highland North, when
they interacted during the feast.
And that smug look was one that stuck to
Xandur’s core. Like the badge of the unclean on a
plagued people.
Prince Arstol of the North had left Glassfield’s
tidal feast before it ended. He left off just after the
solemn assembly.
Indeed, Arstol excused himself when he
couldn’t stand it anymore. When he couldn’t stand
the adulterations done to the hallowed Book of
Ages at the solemn gathering.
And so the North prince left Olde Glassfield in
a desperate hurry.
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But then Xandur was fast to catch a glimpse of
Arstol’s disinterest in the feast, before the young
prince left off.
He caught that faint look of disapproval for
himself and his feast altogether.
Prince Xandur knew the North prince well.
And he also knew him to be so plain. As plain and
transparent as their bodies of crystal glass.
But the prince of the Highland North wasn’t
Xandur’s particular problem. And that peculiar
look on Arstol before he left off, wasn’t the core of
Xandur’s hassle.
Instead, old Xandur’s problem was the image in
the looking glass in front of him. The reflection of
his new self.
And he detested his gold painted glass. He
loathed his tainted self.
Prince Xandur stepped closer to the looking
glass now. He reached a hand to that Silvershield;
and he stroked its crystal face with a weak, feeble
hand.
He moaned. ‘Ah Xandur! Look what you’ve
become… Xandur!’
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Yes, Xandur had been a heirsen of honour. And
a prince like no other. The gallant heirsen rose to
become a guardian of a mighty city, some thirtythree tides back.
It was when Xandur first took the battle to the
Dungeon of Fears. To win back hundreds of
captured bastards for the Father and King.
And the fearless warrior did fight a victorious
battle that tide.
Since that tide long ago, brave Xandur had
multiplied his conquests in the camp of Bastards.
His glorious spoils of war were numberless
bastards brought home from the Dungeon of
Fears.
Noble Xandur of Olde Glassfield was a
renowned defender and protector among princes
set over cities. And the valiant fighter was named
‘the Breather of Fire.’
For it was said that in the great Battles for
Bastards, Prince Xandur always won a great victory
by his tongue of flames and fire.
Yet Xandur’s acclaim was all he’d got. There
was nothing else he could ever take pride in.
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Heirsens hardly chose to settle in Xandur’s city.
And even the bastards the brave fighter won for
the realm preferred settling down in other cities.
Indeed, not many settlers were willing to stay
under Xandur.
But the Glassfield prince wasn’t bothered with
people leaving his city for elsewhere, at first. He
wasn’t worried that converted bastards often chose
other cities.
Xandur would say, ‘The mountain top is only
meant for a few. Gold isn’t meant for everyone.’
But then as the tides rolled by, Prince Xandur
felt relegated to the background more and more.
He felt his importance was fast diminishing,
even among princes and protectors of the realm.
And although Prince Xandur was known far
and wide across great cities, he seemed unknown at
the very same time.
And so when the Glassfield prince couldn’t take
the shame of being unknown anymore, he started
off on a new pathway.
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A path that led to his present self… reflected in
front of him now.
Xandur glared at the image in the Silvershield.
And he hated himself.
The old heirsen had never cared for anything,
like he cared for his honour. Now he loathed his
image in front of him. That self that was now
tinted, and tainted, and dishonoured.
Xandur felt really humiliated. And he hated the
fact that the humiliation came from the young
prince of Highland North.
And this time the prince of Olde Glassfield
would do anything. Anything to get back his own
honour.
But then Prince Xandur knew the North prince
too well. He knew it’d prove too difficult to get
Arstol to that state.
That state where he could pay him back with
that cold disdain.
No it’ll be too difficult, Xandur admitted now in
silence.
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Yet now that the Glassfield prince took a closer
look at himself in the Silvershield… just right
now, he observed the uncoated areas of pure glass
on his crystal body.
And in that moment of a closer study, Xandur
recalled how long he’d lived in a body of pure
crystal…
And how long he had lived. With no gold
paintings tainting his glass garment.
Xandur remembered. He remembered himself.
But just when he was turning round to face the
liberating truth… just then at that moment of
truth, Xandur returned to the thoughts about
Arstol.
And then the older heirsen discovered a way to
bring young Arstol down to his own state. He
found the answer he wanted.
Old Xandur muttered to himself, and smiled.
‘Arstol is Xandur in the making. He will soon
be me.’
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Chapter 6

PRINCE Arstol landed his winged chariot at the

Citadel of Highland North. He’d just returned
home from the Feast of Remembrance at Olde
Glassfield.
Yes, Arstol hadn’t waited till the end of
Xandur’s great feast. And he’d left after the
Solemn Assembly, just before the festivities had
begun.
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But young Arstol wasn’t happy with the
solemn assembly. He wasn’t satisfied with
Xandur’s teaching from the Book of Ages.
Yet none of the teachings by other speakers
also appealed to the North prince. No, Arstol was
all too disappointed with everything.
He was too disappointed he couldn’t wait till
the event ended.
Prince Arstol came down from his chariot now.
And he sprinted into the giant citadel. He
mounted up the stairs with hasty steps, and headed
for the parchment chamber upstairs.
The North prince had got a desperate thirst to
quench, a desperate hunger to fill. And he was sure
only the Book of Ages had that answer he craved.
Arstol badly wanted to read the golden words
from that book. He wanted to rid himself of the
contrary philosophies besieging him already.
Now the young prince came to the doors of the
parchment chamber, threw them open with both
hands, and he stepped a foot inside.
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But then he halted for a bit. A different hunger
and thirst were welling up from within the young
prince’s core.
For just now Arstol wished he could share his
experience with a bosom friend... his experience at
Olde Glassfield.
He wished to sit down with a friend and
chatter about everything.
Everything that happened at Xandur’s Feast of
Remembrance. Everything curiously interesting he
saw and heard.
But Arstol came off the impulsive desire at
once. He snapped the doors shut behind him, and
he stepped further into the chamber.
Prince Arstol reached for the Book of Ages on
a bookrest where it sat. He carried it in his hands;
and then he sat down and gently leafed through its
ageless pages.
But then Arstol stopped himself.
‘Do I really need to read this, when I already
know what’s here?’ he grumbled to himself. ‘Do
you really need to do this, Arstol?’ he repeated.
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The next moment the noble prince placed back
the old book. And he decided to talk to the
Father-of-All.
Right then that desire to chatter with someone
about Olde Glassfield... that hunger and thirst
over-flooded Arstol’s seat of desire.
Now the young heirsen couldn’t hold that
eagerness. And he dearly wished to leave and find a
listener for his chatters.
Yet something held Arstol down. And it was
his honour once again.
The North prince recalled that many people
knew when he arrived, just a while ago.
He also noted that quite a few people saw him,
when he entered the parchment chamber and
sought to meditate on the hallowed Book.
Arstol pondered awhile.
If I go back outside. If I go out now just to talk to
with someone about Olde Glassfield and her prince,
then what will the people say?

He reasoned further. Won’t the people talk about
the little time their protector spent studying the Book
of Ages?
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How will I face them? How will I face the people
with such a gossip?

And with these worries probing Arstol’s
thoughts, the gentle prince decided against going
out that soon.
Yet Arstol still wanted to chatter about
everything curious he saw in Xandur’s changing
city. And so he settled on telling the Father-of-All.
‘Father is a listening friend,’ Arstol said as he
braced up in his seat.
‘And even if it isn’t a petition or a word of
gratitude I have to say, I know Father listens
whenever we call,’ he muttered to himself.
And thus the young heirsen began.
‘Great Father…’ he called. ‘Imagine what the
high and mighty Xandur has turned himself to…!’
Arstol jolted up with a sudden interest. He felt
cheery and happy. And he went on chattering
about everything he could think of.
He went from Xandur with his gold platted
glass, onto Xandur’s changing city… and onto his
own armour of pure glass. And he mentioned he
was only stained on his armour skirt.
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The North prince halted midway. He had a
rethink.
But Father can’t respond to my chatters. Why do I
think I should tell him in the first place? I think I need
someone who can relate with this experience.

Arstol got up. He moved to sit the book well
on the stand where he’d place it, before leaving for
elsewhere.
Right then the leaves started to turn a few
pages in a fast, frantic pace. Yet the winds were
quiet and still.
Arstol stepped closer to the Heirsens’ Book of
Ages, and with a curious glare in his eyes. But now
the pages of the ancient book were still and open.
They had fallen wide open just at the Writings
of Obadyah.
The North prince gazed at the browning
parchment of the olden book; and his eyes rested
on the eleventh and twelfth verses of Obadyah.
And thus the passage was Obadyah XI – XII…
in the hallowed Book of Ages.
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Prince Arstol had never seen these parts before.
Nor had he been so caught by their profound
words.
Arstol bowed and trembled as he silently
mumbled the words.
You stood aside on that day
when enemies broke down their gates.
You were as bad as those strangers
who carried off Jerusalem’s wealth
and divided it among themselves.
You should not have gloated
over the misfortune of your brothers in Judah.
You should not have been glad
on the day of their ruin.
You should not have laughed at them
in their distress.

Arstol’s jaw fell open in astonishment. His
hands, held akimbo all along, dropped down also.
Those words, those heavy words. They were to
him like a lightning strike.
Like a bolt of silvery fire piercing him through.
Right there at the core of his crystal self.
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Arstol could feel the piercing ache of an inward
dent. A dent that giant hit just wrecked on his
inside.
Now the North prince knew the Father heard
him. He knew he heard everything. And that he’d
answered too.
But this answer to Arstol’s gossip. This answer
came hacking him down.
For it crushed his haughtiness and pride. And
wrecked his sense of moral superiority.
Thus Arstol walked out of that study chamber,
entirely crumbled and humbled.
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Chapter 7

THE sky was clear and the pastures gold, around

Highland North today. So the North prince
thought to pamper his unicorns in the golden
fields.
Prince Arstol had relieved the custodians of his
great beasts this morning. And he chose to lead the
flock to some lush pastures on the far outpost.
Arstol watched his unicorns feed on the golden
grass. It was in the meadows beyond the east walls
of the city.
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Yes, this was the first time Arstol would go
that far to let his precious things graze the fields.
But the prince was more than pleased to do this.
Indeed, the weather around Highland North
hadn’t been favourable for seasons. Fields were
browning and the meadows waning. And it hadn’t
been easy for Arstol’s herders to find pastures.
Rich pastures for the citadel unicorns.
But then here was the prince now, going all out
to feed his animals himself. And with the choicest
pasture anyone could find around.
Arstol beamed a satisfied smile, as he watched
his hefty steeds graze across the golden blades. He
felt pleased. He felt so relieved.
‘The long ride here’s really worth it,’ breathed
the heirsen. ‘No, this is so worth the quest!’ he
sighed.
Right then the North prince gazed away from
the grazing herd awhile. He stared at the boundless
plains spread out in front of him. And he couldn’t
help but wonder at the vastness here.
Prince Arstol recalled now that he’d flew over
these terrains once before. And he remembered he
wasn’t able to get anywhere near the border ends.
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It was a great expanse of unconquered lands. It
was massive and boundless.
Yet the Prince of Highland North had learnt
from the chronicles of his city. He’d learnt that
Highland North had once been an unconquered
terrain.
Like the vast plains in front of him now.
And in that moment of remembrance, Arstol
thought of the idea of going out to battle. To the
Battle for Bastards.
He thought of winning countless captured
bastards back into the realm. And thus, expand his
city with their numbers over lands.
For Arstol wanted to be Protector over a vaster
city. Over a vaster domain of heirsens. And he
wanted it so desperately.
He gasped aloud. ‘Oh that these plains were
mine! That they were Highland North indeed!’
But Arstol thought nothing would make him
vaster. Other than to go to battlefront.
Now the prince envied Xandur of Olde
Glassfield. He envied the old noble. For Xandur
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always won home multitudes of captured bastards.
In the battles at the Dungeon of Fears.
Arstol wished he’d got Xandur’s tongue of
flames and fire. He wished he could transform
bastards too. Transform them from rotten
smithereens into heirsens of crystal glass.
But Arstol recalled just then, that the changed
bastards didn’t always choose Xandur’s city when
settling down. He recalled that they preferred
other cities to Olde Glassfield.
Arstol remembered also that his own city had
those new settlers. And in their countless numbers.
The young prince let out a frail sigh. He
remembered everything and the awareness hit him
a little hard.
Over several many tides earlier, a multitude of
transformed bastards had indeed flocked into
Highland North to find a home.
But then just as the young noble feared, the
situation had caused a crack in the friendship
between the prince of Olde Glassfield and him.
Yet so long as both nobles never spoke about
the matter, the crack only widened tide after tide.
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Until it had become a huge, gaping rift in-between
the two princes.
Yes, the North prince seemed to have it all.
Everything everyone craved for.
For every time victors went to battle against the
dreaded Dungeon, it was the Prince of Highland
North who reaped the finest gains of battle.
Now gentle Arstol stepped forward, and he
strode across the low green where the unicorns
grazed. And as he walked through the herd, he
mused over his idea of expansion.
After a long while, the North prince halted in
his steps and glanced round. And he realized he’d
walked past his grazing flock already.
For he was facing just the widespread plains.
The terrains his thoughts had raced to meet.
The young prince turned around. And he
strode back to his big, burly things.
Many of the unicorns were resting already,
around the sumptuous golden blades. They were
waiting for their chief custodian. That he would
lead them back home.
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Arstol brightened up as he watched his lovelies
rest and play. And he walked through the quiet,
peaceful flock.
‘You’ve all grown so big and strong!’ he
beamed. And he patted the grown, hefty steeds on
the back.
Just then Prince Arstol’s memory went back
quite a few tides. And his thoughts perched on
that tide he was made Protector of Highland
North.
That tide he was also conferred with the
custody of these great unicorns.
Arstol was quite a young lad then. He hadn’t
got much tides to frisk around the heirsen world as
a fledgling youngster.
He hadn’t got much tides to loiter, before he
was charged with the guardian duty by the Father
and King.
And so young Arstol worked so hard, so as not
to fail the Father-of-All. The duty path wasn’t
what he’d charted before. But he always sought
counsel from reading the Book of Ages.
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The young protector had feared his unicorns
might die under his watch, when he first got the
custody over them. And he’d put so much effort
into keeping them alive.
And so it was. Arstol’s cautious frights only
burgeoned into relentless efforts. And which kept
on increasing the yields of his great unicorns.
So now as the young prince gently stroked his
big, hefty steeds in the back, he marvelled at how
so grown they’d become in quite a few tides.
‘It isn’t so hard as I thought it’d be,’ breathed
Arstol. ‘It seems rearing is easier than hunting,’ he
admitted.
For the young heirsen had once nursed the
dream of hunting unicorns for food. But here he
was, a protector of an entire city now.
And with several many unicorns to shelter and
cater for.
Arstol smiled to himself. ‘Really, rearing is
easier than hunting!’ he sighed.
But then again, as the young ambitious prince
raised his flock up and flew them homewards in a
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long, stirring fleet… he gazed back at the virgin
lands spread out beyond the city walls.
And Arstol couldn’t let go of the idea of
expansion. The idea of going out to battlefield,
like the vanguards of great battles; like the victors
of great wars.
No Prince Arstol wouldn’t let go still.
Even when it caused him a little unrest to
dream.
And when he had found the answer in his flock.
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Chapter 8

IT was a grand and graceful banquet of princes at

the Castle of Waterfort. And Prince Xandur was
numbered among the nobles gracing the élite feast.
Yet Xandur of Olde Glassfield hadn’t come
here by an invitation from the host. He’d simply
come to find someone like himself. Someone who
shared his very interest.
A heirsen he could team up with, to bring
down a foe.
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It was Prince Dalleon of Waterfort throwing a
feast that evening, there at Waterfort’s own
Garden of Honour.
The famous protector was celebrating a recent
development – the expansion of his city borders.
Yes, this was Xandur’s first time in a social
gathering. For the old noble had only been about
fighting the Battle for Bastards in time past. He’d
only been about keeping the Feast of
Remembrance, too.
Indeed, the élite banquet in Waterfort was
Xandur’s very first. But the Glassfield prince only
oozed with graceful competence all through that
evening.
Prince Xandur radiated a charming, charismatic
poise, as he sleekly joined a chatter and smoothly
started another.
And he went from circles to circles, sparking up
Dalleon’s great banquet with his registered
presence.
Yet Xandur of Olde Glassfield hadn’t come
here to boost his own name. Nor had he come to
pride himself on his graceful airs.
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Noble Xandur had come to Waterfort for that
one purpose: to find someone to join hands with,
for the downfall of Arstol.
But Xandur was frustrated by now.
For evening was fast falling into night, and the
party winding down already… and still the old
heirsen couldn’t find that someone.
Someone really clever enough to partner with.
Now the Glassfield noble sat exhausted in a
lone seat; and he spanned his gaze around the
widespread garden, lit up by giant torches of
golden flames.
The old prince looked around the peopled
Garden of Honour, as it occurred to him right
then that there was yet one person he hadn’t got a
chat with.
It was the celebrant himself. It was the famed
Dalleon of Waterfort.
Xandur hadn’t ever met with Dalleon. He was
only able to secure access to the host prince’s
banquet through an acquaintance.
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And so, old Xandur knew next to nothing
about the Waterfort prince. He knew nothing
about his very person.
Prince Xandur scanned through the widespread
garden for the party host.
He’d seen him a little after he addressed the
seated guests. But the Glassfield noble was finding
it difficult to locate Dalleon now.
And right about then, Xandur had a voice call
from behind him.
‘Xandur Prince of Olde Glassfield…!’ the voice
bellowed.
The old prince turned back to see who called.
And it was a younger heirsen standing right behind
him.
The youngster bawled. ‘Wouldn’t it be sheer
waste if you fly back without meeting the host?’
Xandur was hit at that brash call. He glanced
up at the young thing glaring down at him right
now. And he wondered who he was.
He thought: Who is this rude thing? Who’s this
fellow to talk to me this way?
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‘You’re wondering who I must be, aren’t you?’
quipped the young chap. ‘Who I must be to talk
to the breather of fire this way?’
Xandur felt awkward now. He thought to say
something in response to the daring, rude talker.
But nothing came to him at all.
Yet before the older heirsen could gather his
thoughts together, the young fellow spoke up.
‘Come with me, Olde Glassfield,’ he said. ‘I’ll
let you meet Dalleon of Waterfort.’
Xandur heaved a satisfied breath now.
He stood up and followed without a word.
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Chapter 9

PRINCE Xandur trudged closely behind the

younger heirsen, as the latter led him to meet
Dalleon Prince of Waterfort.
And Xandur thought to have a small talk with
the young fellow leading him inside. He wanted to
know who exactly he was.
Yet the old prince hesitated. For as much as he
was curious to know who the daring young chap
was, he wished to keep the small dignity he’d got
left.
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Xandur considered the situation silently.
This rude kid just came up to me blurting out all
sort of things… without the least bit of regard or
courtesy!
And to cap everything, he also knew so much
about me. Knew what I was thinking, too. What sort
of kid is this by the way?

Xandur wasn’t willing to stoop lower. He
wasn’t ready to go lower than this and ask the boy
who he was. He was already following him
sheepishly as it was – and only because he
desperately wanted to meet with Dalleon.
Yet old Xandur never knew this young heirsen
here. He never knew that he was the Protector of
West Stongate. Nor did Noble Xandur know that
his name was Prince Celson.
Now the two heirsens entered the Grand Castle
building. Then they mounted the spiral stairs that
led up to the uppermost chamber.
Prince Xandur observed the stone-built castle.
He saw that the design was quite similar to that of
his city’s Grand Tower.
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Yes, he always climbed up a set of stairs similar
to this back home. But still Xandur couldn’t help
that uneasiness. That disquiet he’d started to feel
inside him, as he mounted the steps to meet Prince
Dalleon.
The old noble’s mind flipped over from Celson
leading him upstairs now, and it went over to
Dalleon the host of that evening banquet.
Xandur wondered about the Waterfort prince,
whom he’d barely seen earlier.
‘What does Dalleon look like?’ he softly mused.
‘What does he want from me, really?’ he wondered.
Xandur considered the thoughts a moment.
Then he remembered what led him here in the first
place. He remembered he was the very one in a
desperate search. So he decided to face that fact.
I didn’t come here because they needed me to
come. I’m the one desperately searching. I am the one
with the desperate need.
And if I’ve stooped this low already… if I’ve
stooped low enough to follow this little brat to this
point, I should go all the way now, I suppose.
I should go all the way, and get what I am here for.
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Eventually the two nobles reached the doors of
the huge chamber where they were headed. So
Celson announced their arrival from the doorpost.
Prince Xandur took a quick glance around as
he waited for the doors to be bolted open.
‘The Grand Tower here is definitely different
from Olde Glassfield’s,’ he muttered silently in a
moment of wonder.
‘And these people here. No these people here
aren’t my league at all,’ he added quietly.
The doors were soon flung open for the two.
And Celson led the older heirsen inside.
Right then as Xandur stepped into the
governing chamber, he was greeted by a great
floodlight shining against a seated Dalleon.
The floodlight that shone against the noble’s
armour of glass, blindfolded his entire appearance
with its piercing reflections…
Just the same way floodlights were beamed on
princes speaking from the High Altar of Words,
just so no heirsen would see their patched-up glass.
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Now Xandur heard Dalleon’s voice bellow out
from within the lights.
‘Welcome Prince of Olde Glassfield.’
The Glassfield noble was thrown off-balance in
that moment; and he didn’t know when he leaned
right over, and bowed.
Yet midway into Xandur’s submissive bow he
remembered himself.
He remembered he was a noble prince who
shouldn’t bow low. Who shouldn’t ever bow to
any heirsen.
Xandur hesitated in that moment. But
reverencing the Waterfort prince seemed too hard
to resist.
And so he leaned his full frame over in a
reverent bow.
Still the old noble wanted to do more. He
wanted to request something. He’d been able to
sum up his desires into one thing.
And that one thing was honour. Irresistible
honour.
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Xandur wanted to be reverenced and feared like
Dalleon. He wanted to be admired and envied. He
wanted to be honoured… and irresistibly so.
The noble recalled that it was in a bid to retain
his pride that he first covered his glass shoulders
with golden laurels. When he sustained a painful
crack on his right shoulder.
He recalled that it was on that matter of
honour that he gilded his two shoulders. And then
went on to extend the floral paintings to cover his
entire glass chest.
Yes, it was honour that was most important to
Xandur. For that contemptuous glare from Arstol
when he fell… that glare only stuck to him whole.
And he felt trodden and trampled on where
he’d lain fallen.
And here was Xandur at the Waterfort castle,
vowing to buy back honour and regard. Vowing to
step on heirsens gazing on his fall with contempt.
And now he waited for Dalleon to speak.
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Chapter 10

DALLEON of Waterfort spoke, as Xandur stood

bowing still.
‘Your fame and name is known throughout the
realm,’ he remarked in a roaring voice. ‘It is an
honour to have you at my humble feast,’ he added.
Xandur leaned further down in utter obeisance.
‘The honour is mine, Your Grace! Thank you for
having me here!’
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Prince Dalleon was fast to respond. ‘What were
you looking for down there?’
The question came all too sudden for Xandur.
He didn’t expect Waterfort to cut to the chase
that soon.
He stuttered, raising himself. ‘Oh I wasn’t
really…’
‘You gave life to my feast,’ interposed Dalleon.
‘And you shun brighter than me down there at the
banquet. So why are you here right now? What is
it that you want?’
Xandur knew the parting curtains of courtesies
were no longer there. And there he was, being
presented with an opportunity to state his need.
That very need that brought him looking for
someone as scheming as himself.
Someone he could join hands with, to bring
down Prince Arstol.
Yet since Xandur entered that top chamber in
the Waterfort castle, he knew he wouldn’t have to
request just that small need. He knew he’d be
requesting something far grander.
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Something that would worth the humiliation
he’d taken all night. And that would change
everything for him, he reasoned.
And here was he with that big question thrown
at him. ‘What is it that you want?’
Xandur pulled himself together now, stood
upright, and blurted it all out.
‘I want irresistible honour, Your Grace! The
magnificence to have all heirsens submit and bow!
I want irresistible honour!’
‘And what will you give in return?’ retorted
Dalleon.
‘I will give anything,’ replied Xandur.
‘Anything. But don’t ask for my city, I plead.’
Prince Dalleon burst into a hysterical laughter
right then.
He stopped short. ‘That moment you bowed to
me, Noble Prince, I had your city in my grasp.
Why will I take what is mine already?’ he bawled.
‘Your city will continue to be under your
control, Prince Xandur. All I need is your tongue
of flames and fire.
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‘That tongue that made them call you the
Breather of Fire. That is everything I want as the
price. Can you give that to me?’
Xandur was silent. He was completely
unprepared for this.
The old noble never thought he still had
something so precious and costly. And Dalleon’s
demand now reminded him of the gift’s utter
preciousness.
Prince Xandur let out a burdened sigh now.
He’d always cherished that costly gift from the
Father-of-All.
He’d treasured that flaming tongue with which
he’d won captured bastards back into the realm. In
the battles at the Dungeon of Fears.
Yet today the valiant Protector of Olde
Glassfield was required to let go of the rarest
treasure he’d got left with him. The price of an
honour from Prince Dalleon.
Xandur wasn’t sure about this. He had been
willing to pay any price to find great honour. But
now he wasn’t sure anymore.
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He made to speak, but Dalleon intercepted him
just then.
‘Many heirsens grace the feast down there but
only you were called up here: what do you think?’
Xandur kept quiet. He didn’t know what to
reply.
The Waterfort noble went on regardless.
‘We didn’t call you here. You searched for us
and came to us. You combed everywhere – and so
much we became curious about you.
‘And that is why this youngster led you here to
me. He knew everything about you.’
Xandur was startled. Yet he kept still and
contemplated everything.
The hidden prince charged on with a renewed
fervour.
‘We’re no joke, Olde Glassfield! We aren’t
some plaything for a toddler heirsen. The stairs
you took up here leads just one way. And you’ve
followed the stairs up here already.’
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He paused for one tensed moment. Then his
bawling voice dropped as he said: ‘We will give
you a full tide to answer us.’
Xandur let out a relieving sigh. He didn’t have
to make a decision right then. A full tide was a
long while and he’d been given forever to ponder.
Dalleon finished his words with a quick
afterthought.
‘Are you at all wondering why we’re giving you
so much time, Prince of Olde Glassfield? Well,
when you come back with your answer you’ll find
out exactly why!’
Now Xandur was bothered and curious. He
had no idea why Dalleon would give him an entire
tide to decide. A full tide to choose his fate.
So it was then, as Xandur stepped out of the
chamber doors, and out of the old castle, that he
became more and more curious with every step
farther from Dalleon.
And he wondered and wondered.
Why will Dalleon be so generous?
Why will evil be this benevolent?
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Chapter 11

THE twilight sky had the crimson hues over both

Arstol’s North city and Xandur’s Olde Glassfield.
There in Highland North, Arstol strode with
slow, gentle steps along the border path of the
city’s Garden of Honour.
Also in distant plains in Olde Glassfield,
Xandur paced round the huge fountain at his city’s
own Honour Garden.
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Both princes were down and heavy with
thoughts. But neither of them would ever know
about now.
That they were today at the same place over
several mountains and plains… dreadfully wanting
each other.
◙◙◙
Arstol had just finished with a council meeting at
the citadel of Highland North. So he thought to
think through the new idea of expanding his city.
Yet the city expansion wasn’t the real thing for
the North prince. And never had it really been.
For ever since the day Arstol saw the
unconquered terrains at the city’s east gate, he’d so
desired to plunder the Dungeon of Fears outside
the Heirsen realm.
And from that dreaded dungeon he hoped to
cart home several captured bastards. And go on to
expand his city over the new terrains with their
numbers.
Yes, Arstol wanted to win home a thousand
bastards. Like Xandur of Olde Glassfield. Like
that conqueror with the tongue of fire.
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But Arstol wasn’t installed a warring knight,
when he was capped Protector of Highland North
by the Father and King.
Arstol was made guardian and custodian of his
own people. He wasn’t made a battlefield knight at
all.
Yet Arstol of the North had always adored
Prince Xandur, and right from his juvenescence in
fact. And he’d always admired the older heirsen’s
acclaim. His great acclaim in battle.
So now that the Prince of Highland North
strolled along the garden path, he just fancied how
so noble Xandur must be feeling right then.
How so noble and honourable the valiant
soldier must be.
◙◙◙
No, Olde Glassfield’s Garden of Honour was all
dreary that quiet twilight, where Xandur sat at the
round edge of the Grand Fountain.
Indeed, the huge fountain oozed out some
sparkling spring that just shimmered in winey hues
against the sunset. But neither the silvery sparkles
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nor the crimson shines could spark up Xandur’s
lifeless night.
Xandur of Olde Glassfield had got a full tide to
make a fateful decision. It was about that pact with
Dalleon of Waterfort; so he could hack down
stumbling stones like Arstol.
But then the price for gaining such a lofty
height to be able to step on the likes of Arstol…
the price was losing that costliest pearl he’d got
left with him. It was the priceless tongue of flames
and fire.
Xandur looked down into the pool of water
beneath the fountain flow, and he glared at his
reflection in the waters. He saw his gold tainted
armour of crystal glass and he felt so sad about
himself.
The old prince could not bear to look so long
at what’d become. He felt too dirty and foul, when
he started to recall and consider where he’d fallen.
But just when Xandur was about to slide into
that state where he’d feel remorseful enough to
retrace his spiral descent back up…
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Just then, the sober heirsen snapped out of
everything contrite. Then he loathed and accused
Arstol and the likes of him for everything him.
‘Those arrogant kids! Those proud,
condescending zealots!’ he fumed, taking his eyes
away from the reflection of himself in water.
Now Xandur was more determined to get back
the honour he’d lost. But he couldn’t help that fear
that kept creeping up the wall of his defenses.
Xandur couldn’t help the fear skulking up to
him ever since he’d been musing on trading that
precious gift. Trading it to Dalleon of Waterfort.
Yet again Xandur knew he’d achieved
everything he had only because he’d got that
treasure with him.
That tongue of fire that only the Father-King
bestowed to an heir and son. Yes, Prince Xandur
knew it all too well.
So now, the old prince admitted there was no
justifiable excuse to let go of that costly gift from
the Father-of-All.
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But still he felt he desperately needed to buy
back a lost honour now. Irrespective of the price
that Dalleon was willing to sell it.
Thus, like a wounded soldier Xandur was
willing to swing around his blade of blames in a
desperate wave at nothing. He was ready to hack
down just anything his weary hand could hit upon.
Now he needed just one justification. He
needed something to blame at least.
So his mind turned to Arstol again. But he
couldn’t settle with the young heirsen this time.
Then frustrated, he searched breathlessly for
something else that could make a hefty defense.
That could make the reason to sell a priceless
thing.
He hissed and hissed again. ‘Arstol’s too small
to worth that reason!’
◙◙◙
Arstol in Highland North was still submerged in
the thoughts of his childhood hero, where he was
walking at the North’s Garden of Honour.
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His relaxed feet soon dragged to a slow halt, as
he found himself a seat on a large boulder.
Soon the young heirsen’s thoughts wandered to
a distant tide of childhood memories.
To that very day he first saw Xandur of Olde
Glassfield. That acclaimed Breather of Fire.
It was when the young Prince of Highland
North was just a regular boy.
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Chapter 12

IT was a long time, and several tides back. A quaint

yesteryear in Arstol’s boyhood memories, and a
forgotten yesterday in Xandur’s valiant past.
Xandur matched down the wide-flung aisle,
formed by an endless row of thronging heirsens on
both sides. As the warrior led four hundred souls
of victory spoils to the great altar of the FatherKing.
It was a glorious match that sunlit morning. A
triumphant match from the city gates of Olde
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Glassfield; and through the Garden of Honour
there…
And finally into the Grand Hall of Assembly in
that vast Garden.
Young Arstol was in the jubilant throng. He
wriggled his little frame through the daunting
press, and then found his way to the fore.
Then he sprinted along the endless line of
people waving. In a bid to catch up with the
warrior’s mighty strides.
Little Arstol saw that match and experienced it
whole. That triumphant match of a returning
conqueror.
The boy ran with the warrior’s huge strides that
day. And that day he shared the glory of that great
victory.
Yes, that day four hundred transformed
bastards were led into the Grand Hall of
Assembly. To have them sanctified by the FatherKing, at the Hallowed Altar of Truth there.
But just as the army was nearing the Grand
Hall with the victory spoils, the running little boy
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stumbled for loss of breath. And he collapsed just
ahead of Xandur.
Noble Xandur was moved. He’d observed the
little kid trying so hard to catch up with him all
the while. And he’d wondered what a zealous boy
he was.
Yes, Xandur was so moved. So he sprinted
down to the small lovely thing right away.
Then the brave warrior picked up little Arstol
in his arms. And he clung him to his chest.
Arstol’s eyes parted open right then. And there
he was in the champion’s valiant hands… peering
into his soft, melting eyes.
Suddenly the jubilant shouts from the crowd
went even louder… at the sight of that noble
moment.
And in that moment when Arstol peered into
the warrior’s eyeballs, he saw his own little
reflection in his eyes.
Yes, in that very moment… little Arstol wished
to be a noble tomorrow.
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He wished so much to be a warring prince, too.
Like Xandur of Olde Glassfield was.
◙◙◙
Arstol got up now from where he sat musing the
thoughtful memory. And it amazed him now how
his wish had so come true.
For the heirsen reckoned that he’d become a
noble prince already. But Arstol admitted that his
second wish wasn’t granted.
Arstol admitted that the Father-of-All never
made him a warring noble. That he never made
him to be like Prince Xandur.
Now Arstol of Highland North wasn’t
satisfied. And at any rate he’d also go plunder that
dreaded dungeon of bastards. And then expand his
city with the spoils of his great conquest.
Arstol was more determined. Nothing was
going to stop him.
He sprang up and headed back into the citadel.
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Chapter 13

XANDUR stood up to his feet, where he’d been

contemplating at his city’s Garden of Honour. He
was all restless and agitated by now.
He combed everywhere with his gaze, as he
searched for a justification.
A strong excuse to sell the Father’s treasure in
his care. And one strong enough to pacify his
biting conscience.
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Xandur looked round the vast Garden. He felt
empty like the empty fields around him.
The old heirsen now felt that the garden there
as well as his entire city, were just so vast and
widespread for nothing at all.
Except perhaps to accommodate people
attending the tidal Feasts of Remembrance, he
reasoned.
Now the Glassfield prince could only see
everything through his gold plated shield.
Everything appeared to Xandur like his
coloured glass. And he just couldn’t help the
emptiness on the inside.
Yet now that the old noble desperately wanted
to hit at something. Now that he’d fruitlessly
combed the entire realm for just anything to
blame…
Indeed now… the Father’s priceless gift became
Xandur’s hitbag.
And he blurted out to the crimson skies: ‘What
have I to show for these?! What have I to show for
the many heirsens I’ve won with this priceless gift?
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What, Father and King? What have I to show
now?!’
He sat down and sighed. Then he raised his
gaze and raged on.
‘What has been my reward for bastards won
with a flaming tongue as mine? What glory, what
reward? Only an empty city as this one!’ he
protested, throwing his hands about.
‘What about the bastards turned heirsens?
What have I to show for those converted by me?
They all go settle down in other cities. Other
princes and protectors’ cities!
‘And what of the heirsens I raise to become
nobles? Indeed, they rule over cities bigger and
vaster than mine!’ he lamented.
‘And why? Why did they all leave Xandur?’
queried the noble. ‘Why did they all leave and go
away from me? Is it not because of this flaming
tongue?
‘Who would bear to stay with me, when what
you have given me is a tongue of fire?!’ he blurted
out.
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And then Xandur bowed his head over his
knees, exhausted…. panting and gasping for breath
in the small silence that followed.
The Glassfield prince had let out his
frustrations, but nothing was the better after all.
His angry outburst had only opened up an old
scar.
It was a deep, hurting wound Xandur left
undressed over many tides. A sour he’d told
himself several times over that it didn’t exist.
Yet now… the rising moon looking over the
fading sunset, was fast illuminating things hidden
and buried under the cover of being.
And everything was coming out to the light of
night.
Olde Glassfield wasn’t called so for nothing.
Glassfield city was named after her functional
place and role in the realm over the ages.
Also, her prince and protector’s responsibility
had always been in tandem with the city’s founding
essence.
Through the ages, the city of Olde Glassfield
had been like a rich pasture where heirsens are
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groomed into noble princes. And nobles into
nobler ones.
And this Prince Xandur knew so well.
Yes, the Feasts of Remembrance at Olde
Glassfield was one of the channels of grooming in
the city. And that solemn feast was known for its
undiluted expositions from the realm’s Book of
Ages.
Again, Protectors of Olde Glassfield had always
been installed a warring knight by the Father-King.
To take battles of conquest to the Dungeon of
Fears. And to plunder the dreaded dungeon and
rescue captured bastards home.
Yes, Glassfield protectors over the ages had
always been bestowed a tongue of flames and fire.
Like Xandur was, when he became the protector.
And the flames of that gifted blessing. It was
the refiner’s fire that transformed bastards into
heirsens.
So then, Olde Glassfield was called the pasture
field where broken bastards were transformed into
heirsens of pure glass, and heirsens of crystal glass
into noble princes.
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Yet again this knowledge was no hidden
mystery to Prince Xandur of Olde Glassfield. He
knew everything and remembered even now.
He knew things were meant to be just how they
were. That the heirsens weren’t meant to stay with
him, and all.
Xandur knew everything. But he needed
something to throw a punch at.
Even if that hitbag was the truth.
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Chapter 14

IT was just ten sunsets since Dalleon of Waterfort

gave Olde Glassfield a full tide to return.
It was ten days since. And Glassfield was
already heading back to Waterfort, decided and
ready.
Xandur Prince of Olde Glassfield was set with
his answer. He clutched his fist tightly close. Like
he had his costly choice hidden there.
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So the noble prince flew his winged steed over
many mountains and plains. Onto the Grand
Castle of Waterfort.
That bright, sunny morning, the scant surfaces
of pure crystal remaining on Xandur’s gilded
armour of glass…
That remaining planes of pure glass, only shone
brighter in the sun than they ever did in recent
times.
Xandur’s untainted glass-spaces dazzled against
the brightness of sky that morning. And they
flashed some blinding sparkles against his own
eyes.
Indeed, like an heirsen’s shining crystal would
blind a bastard’s sight with its brilliant sparkles.
Yet this was Xandur’s own skin of crystal glass
aiming desperately to blind his gaze with its
uncommon shine today.
And it seemed this was the heirsen’s own being
crying out against his choice. That choice of selling
his precious being at the Waterfort Castle.
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Xandur knew this was it. He couldn’t deny
discerning his skin’s blinding shine against his own
eyes.
Like he was some horrible bastard. A bastard
inhabiting the Dungeon of Fears outside the
glorious realm of the heirsens.
But then Xandur wasn’t ready to fight back this
time. He wasn’t ready to resist the struggles like he
always did with the pestering waves and biting
conscience inside him.
Yet again Xandur wasn’t willing to yield either.
He feared he might lose the fight if he struggled
with those pestering flashes now.
And so the old prince decided to just do
nothing about the worrying thoughts. He decided
to neither resist nor give in to that inner struggle.
And that way he wasn’t going to back out of
the trade, he reasoned.
Right then, the Glassfield noble hastened his
flying unicorn into a faster flight. And he glided
over mountains and plains with that pace of a
lightning bolt.
For he was desperate to reach Waterfort now.
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◙◙◙
Prince Xandur stood in front of a broad veil
parting a seated Dalleon and him.
Xandur had just arrived at the Grand Castle at
Waterfort. And he was received immediately at
Dalleon’s governing chamber upstairs.
Dalleon’s voice rang behind the parting curtains
as soon as his guest was led in by a courtier.
He bellowed. ‘Xandur Prince of Olde
Glassfield… I gave you a full tide and you are
back in just ten days!’
Xandur leaned over in a bow. ‘I am back and
ready, Your Grace! I will give what you asked of
me now.’
Dalleon rattled with a wild, raucous laughter, as
Xandur gently raised himself.
And just as the Waterfort prince halted now,
Xandur was fast to put out an enquiry. The
question bothering him since those ten long days.
‘Your Grace,’ he called softly, ‘you promised
that you will tell me upon my return with this
choice…
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‘You promised to tell me why you are so
magnanimous to give me an entire tide to decide. I
want to know now, sire. Why is it so?’
Dalleon laughed. ‘It is so because it simply
needs to be,’ he said.
He went on immediately. ‘We know you will
come back to us that moment you bowed that day.
‘Do you not remember. That I said your city
became mine the moment you bowed to me.
‘Now think about it: if Olde Glassfield was
turned over to me, why would I hasten with
whatever I do with her prince?
‘Tell me, Xandur: why would I Prince of
Waterfort do that?’
And just then Prince Dalleon stepped out of
the parting curtains.
So as Dalleon matched out from behind the
veils and strutted over to his standing guest,
Xandur stood rooted to the ground with an
overpowering wave of shock.
He stared and glared at the Prince of Waterfort
in a dazed wonder.
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For Dalleon’s armour of glass was something
that cracked all over its surface. And without the
least attempt to cover up the cracks with the
painting gel.
Yet Prince Dalleon’s flawed crystal had
something even more startling.
Xandur looked and he saw that those fractures
were deliberately chiselled out into an elaborate
design of the maps of cities in the heirsen realm.
Xandur was too shocked to stand. He staggered
about and his limbs trembled beneath him.
Dalleon walked over to the terrified prince.
‘If my grip was too tight on you,’ he said –
‘Prince Xandur, if my hold over you had felt like
fetters… no, you’d only wriggle your way out of
my hands before I ever own everything you!’
He stepped next to the old heirsen and patted
him on the shoulder.
‘But when I held you like I didn’t care, what did
you do, Noble Xandur?
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‘You flew all the way back to my castle for this
very answer. And for what we shall give you now!’
he finished.
Xandur was more than terrified. He was
shocked beyond words at how far Dalleon had
gone to entrap him.
But Xandur was even more terrified now, at
how farther himself had gone to find and reach the
Prince of Waterfort.
Now it dawned on the old prince that the
choice was his. So it hurt him to the point of a
bitter regret, that he hadn’t heeded the cries of his
inner being.
His very being cried out a wailing lament now.
But Xandur felt it was wasteful now to linger in
that sorry state.
So he muttered in a decided voice. ‘It’s too late
for me to turn back now.’
Just then, Prince Dalleon beckoned to him.
‘Come with me, Prince of Olde Glassfield,’ he
said. ‘Let’s get you into the league of honourable
heirsens.’
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So Xandur followed Dalleon down the spiral
stairs.
And down to a private underground chamber.
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Chapter 15

THE city of Olde Glassfield dazzled with the

brilliance of sparkling luxury – following her
prince’s pact with Dalleon Prince of Waterfort.
Just overnight, Glassfield became that famed
city. That city every heirsen eye wanted to feast on.
And whether it was about her dazzling
splendor, or it was about her famous prince… just
everyone had something talking in the chatters
about Olde Glassfield.
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Prince Xandur’s fame spread so fast. Faster
perhaps than the gust of a reckless wind.
For the fame of the old noble had reached
everywhere, even before the prince got home from
the pact with Dalleon.
Yes, Xandur’s renown grew within days, and
weeks, and a full moon. And faster, too, than the
word of mouth could possibly do.
Old Xandur had everything now. He’d got the
pride and the envy. He’d got the honour and the
glory.
For no heirsen sighted the noble from faraway,
without ever bowing to the earth from that far
distance.
And no heirsen ever came close to him and
dared to look up at his visage or form.
Noble Xandur was now decked in pure,
luxurious gold head to toe. In that same armour
that was meant to be of pure crystal.
Yes, Xandur had everything, it seemed. But the
noise of his fame seemed to be over nothing in
particular. It seemed to be about nothing at all.
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Everyone talked about Noble Xandur. But no
one knew of anything brave and knightly that they
were praising the prince for.
For indeed the brave Xandur those people were
praising, had lost the flaming tongue that made
him Xandur.
He’d lost the city, too, that made him
Protector.
When the chatters about Xandur suddenly
filled everywhere, and when the talk about his city
became the new gossip, the old prince knew the
situation better. He knew the people were talking
about nothing.
Yes, the talkers themselves couldn’t remember a
thing. They couldn’t remember what they
blathered, when they stopped.
No, it was all empty glory Xandur fetched for
himself. It was all some futile fame and a hapless
honour.
So Noble Xandur grumbled through those
days, and weeks, and a full moon. That hectic time
his fame travelled and settled everywhere.
He grumbled and groaned.
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‘Ah, emptiness! This is all emptiness and
nothing! Nothing… all nothing!’
But then Xandur’s exasperating outbursts were
themselves helpless. In the face of the frustrations
overpowering him.
Yet now there was something more painful to
the Glassfield prince, in the package bestowed to
him.
And it was that, despite all the honour and
glory he’d bought at a costly price, the old prince
still had to kowtow and bow to someone.
But if it was only to Dalleon who Xandur
signed the pact with that he had to bow to… if
Xandur had to bow to Dalleon alone, this would
probably have sufficed for the fallen warrior.
But then Noble Xandur had to pay total
obeisance to Celson Prince of West Stongate, too.
That insolent youngster he met at the
Waterfort banquet.
When the Glassfield noble learnt about this –
and that that youngster was appointed his guardian
in the Great League that he’d just been grafted
into…
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No, when Xandur was told this the day he was
grafted in, he felt trampled on and trodden
down…
And utterly crushed into complete nothingness.
Xandur hurried back to Olde Glassfield that
day and cried bitter tears. It was the first time he
cried since his mighty fall.
For truly, Xandur couldn’t take the hefty
humiliations underlying his irresistible honour.
That great honour he bought at the cost of life
itself.
No, he couldn’t take it at all; he just could not.
Now Celson of West Stongate was made
guardian over everything Xandur. And Xandur’s
city was put under his overall control.
All that the Glassfield prince intended for his
own city must pass under the vetting eye of the
prince of West Stongate. Celson must give consent
before Xandur could lift a hand or foot in Olde
Glassfield.
And so it hurt the Prince of Olde Glassfield so
much. So much he loathed himself for being little.
So much he hated himself for being so small.
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For after all’s said and done, a small chap as
Celson was more honourable than him, reasoned
Xandur.
For indeed Celson ranked far higher than him.
In that Great League of yesterday warriors.
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Chapter 16

PRINCE Xandur was summoned to West Stongate

already. And by Celson, his guardian in the Great
League.
Noble Xandur had told himself to never be so
distraught about the younger prince’s manner with
him.
He’d taught himself to take in good faith,
everything messy that might rub on him from the
new relation.
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Even so, Xandur wouldn’t know exactly what
Celson was going to say. What he was going to say
to him on that urgent call that evening.
Now Noble Xandur was matched into the big
fort at the western outpost of the heirsen realm.
That outpost fortification called West Stongate.
The Prince of Olde Glassfield was led down to
Prince Celson’s governing house. And right to the
doors of his work chamber.
Xandur laid a gentle knock on those giant
doors. And Celson’s voice rumbled through the
age-worn gates, asking his noble guest to come in.
The Glassfield prince slowly stepped in. Celson
halted a writing process just then, to beam a smile
at his arriving guest.
Xandur froze in that moment. For he was too
stunned and baffled to move a step closer.
The West prince dropped his writing quill in
an open jar of ink. He looked up at the surprised
noble.
‘How was your flight down here, Olde
Glassfield?’ he asked with a smile.
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Xandur parted his lips open. He stammered
through his response.
‘There was… there was no hitch at all,’ he said.
‘And thank you… thank you for asking, sire,’ he
added.
Prince Celson motioned to the sitting space
across his desk. ‘Have a seat, Noble Xandur. Make
yourself comfortable here.’
‘Oh thank you,’ Xandur replied as he settled
down.
Celson stood up immediately and walked over
to his guest; the thuds of his footsteps punctuating
his next words.
‘Now tell me, Prince Xandur. Tell me about
Arstol of the North. Everything about him.’
Xandur couldn’t hold back his surprise at all.
He was surprised at how Celson knew already that
there was an Arstol.
An Arstol he loathed to the ends of doom.
Xandur rambled about and stuttered. ‘He is…
erm… he’s just…’
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Right then, Celson stood himself in front of
the older prince, his arms crossed behind him in a
determined stance.
Then he spoke up, rumbling like thunder.
‘I am your guardian, Olde Glassfield! I am your
watcher and custodian. Yet you bypassed me to
write Prince Dalleon of Waterfort?’
Then he brought to the fore a letter he’d been
clutching behind him. And he shoved the
parchment piece in Xandur’s bewildered gaze.
Xandur hurried up to his feet at once. He
bowed the head again and again.
‘I am sorry, sire!’ he begged. ‘I am desperately
sorry! Pardon my folly, sire! Please pardon me!’
Celson grinned so wide. ‘No Xandur… there’s
no need to be sorry. You are new and green; you
don’t know what works here.’
He held the older noble by the shoulder now;
and with that hand he pulled him down to his seat
and settled down in front of him.
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Xandur had written Prince Dalleon in the past
days about his desire to bring down the prince of
Highland North.
He told Dalleon of his bitter feelings towards
the younger prince. Of how he hated Arstol for his
standing reputation as a noble heirsen.
And Xandur’s message simply bore the bitter
dregs of his vengefulness towards a fellow noble.
But then Dalleon handed Celson an alchemistcopy of the letter, made out of the impressed ink
of the original.
And there in Xandur’s bitter outpour, Celson
of West Stongate was able to find the answer to a
curious bother.
The Prince of the West had spied on Xandur
since the day he was grafted into the League.
Yet Celson hadn’t seen the old noble resent
him for being made his overseer ever since.
He was baffled at this. And so he became even
more curious.
Celson prided himself in being able to read just
anyone. For he always took his time to study his
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targets thoroughly, before he gave his assertion
about them.
Yet the West noble’s assertions had always
been so accurate and valid. As valid as a daily
sunrise and sunset even.
But then, when Xandur never even showed a
sign that he was bitter against his guardian, the
assertive Prince of the West soon began to think
him a dangerous spy.
Celson just couldn’t understand why anyone
wouldn’t be bitter.
However, Celson of West Stongate found a
seal of the Great League on the Glassfield prince,
in that bitter letter he wrote to them.
That seal, that unmistakable seal… was the
bitter resentment towards an heirsen on the
Father’s side.
It was the grievance for the King of All,
slammed on his standing princes.
Celson saw this, and right from that day he
found a reason to mete down his own hatred for
Xandur.
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He decided that day to channel his boiling hate
towards the young heirsen Xandur wanted down.
So now, Prince Celson turned to Xandur –
where both of them sat in his governing chamber.
‘So tell me about Arstol,’ he said with an eager
smile.
‘I’m joining hands with you to bring down that
thing. So tell me everything I need to know about
your enemy!’
Xandur warmed up and clutched both hands
gratefully.
‘Thank you, Your Grace! Thank you really
much!’ he gulped.
Right then Xandur’s mountain of resentment
for Celson himself, became only a molehill. And
there and then he was ready for the new normal.
Yet now, Xandur didn’t know where to begin
with Arstol’s case. He wanted to describe the
youngster but then he had no thoughts coming.
Eventually he spoke the first words. And they
only sounded in Celson’s ears like the call to a
dreadful battle.
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‘Arstol isn’t Arstol,’ Xandur whispered.
‘Arstol’s far more than we know!’ he gasped.
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Chapter 17

IT was the same evening. And the Prince of

Highland North floated his winged chariot over
and across the realm’s western borders.
Then soaring over the border city of West
Stongate, Arstol flew beyond those great
stonewalls enclosing the Heirsen realm.
Then he plunged deep down towards the
Dungeon of Fears beneath. Towards that yonder
darkness called Dreadful.
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Yet Arstol of the North ventured here alone.
Galloping his chariot through those dense clouds
of blackness and gloom.
Now the North prince could hear awful cries
of creatures roaming round him. He could hear
their frightful shrieks… as he dove down into the
dreaded world of fears.
Gentle Arstol was terrified beyond words. And
he wished he hadn’t flown here alone.
But then the prince was nearing the
battleground already. So now it was too late to
turn back home.
Right then Arstol drew out his giant sword. He
brandished it with a ferocious wave in the air.
The heirsen blade glowed in the surrounding
darkness. It glowed red and hot. Like a chunk of
ember plucked out of flames and fire.
For truly, yes, truly… the afterglow of the
sword had shone from the purest lights it had
gleaned and garnered. From laying quietly for so
long. At the Father’s Altar of Truth.
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Thus, Arstol drew out his glowing blade in the
dungeon’s darkness. And as he did he sighted the
horrible creatures, charging towards him already.
The young prince cowered in fear. And he
trembled terribly in that sudden moment.
But then, the next moment, the creatures raced
away from Arstol with the flight a frightened bird.
Just as the burning sword came out of its stealth
and glowed fire-red.
Arstol let out a huge gasp of breath. Then he
plunged downer. And with a steeper descent. Into
those dreaded depths below.
Soon enough the North prince landed on the
lowest parts of the Dungeon of Fears. And the
terrains on those base parts were so widespread
and vast. Like they were fields vaster than giant
cities.
But then Arstol saw no one at all. At that spot
where his unicorns landed.
Yet the plains where he found himself was the
gate to the camp of bastards. But he saw nothing at
all. Whether a being or a beast.
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Gentle Arstol lifted up his head, and he looked
right above him.
Then the noble saw a sign appear just then. It
burned in fire red.
Arstol read the frightful words.
YOU ARE NOW TRESPASSING ON THE
DUNGEON OF BASTARDS. YOU ARE NOT
WELCOME!

The young prince just stood, terrified and
horrified.
For he was now in the dreaded dungeon. And
he must keep moving.
The North prince decided to come down from
his chariot; and to make the unicorn wait behind,
while he navigated the darkness ahead.
For Prince Arstol feared another thing now.
He was scared about the rattling sounds his
chariot would make. He feared it would alert the
adversary there – and who was keeping the
bastards captive.
Indeed, Arstol wasn’t ready to bind the
adversary first.
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He wasn’t ready to fight and bind the
adversary. Ever before he’d plunder his precious
spoils.
Arstol wasn’t prepared to fight a good fight.
So then the North prince alighted from his
brazen chariot. And he quietly walked up the way,
holding up his burning sword to light his pathway.
Everywhere on that side was quiet and still.
There was no sign that anything at all dwelt
around.
And if not for the bold claim the previous sign
held, Prince Arstol would have thought no
bastards were held captive here at all.
But then everything in that place called the
bastards’ camp. Everything in that camp really
oozed with awful dread.
And so much no other place could be called the
Dungeon of Fears. Than down right there.
So, as the Prince of Highland North
wandered…
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As he wandered through the vast blankness, and
sought out a trace of bastards dwelling around, his
thoughts simply wandered home.
Yes, to that moment he told his princess he was
soaring far.
◙◙◙
Arstol’s mind went back. Back to the moment he
took leave of Ereon. When he was to leave for the
Dungeon of Fears.
Yes, beautiful Ereon was Arstol’s solemate.
For in the heirsen realm, valiant sons of the
Father-King always settled down in the King’s
business… and while being in companionship with
a precious daughter from the Father.
So the young, beautiful Ereon was the sole mate
for Arstol.
However, Arstol never confided in his princess
about where he was headed when he left home.
Nor did he tell her what exactly he was planning.
For when the young prince was leaving that
morning, he only called:
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‘O my Ereon, should I not return home by
sunrise tomorrow. Should I be later than dawn to
return…
‘Promise you will come towards the west
border gates tomorrow. Promise you will go as
close as to the Dungeon of Fears!’
But when Ereon heard Arstol mention even the
dreaded dungeon, the princess just couldn’t hold
down her worries and fears.
And rather than promise her solemate anything,
she only pounded him with several many
questions.
‘Where are you going to, my Arstol? Where
exactly is it that I may come with you?
‘Are you at all flying to the Dungeon? Why
would you go there, my Prince? Answer me now.
Or I’ll be too bothered about you!’
Arstol only shook his head and sneakily denied
it.
‘I am not heading anywhere that will bother
you, Ereon,’ he said. ‘Just promise me; promise
you’ll come,’ he insisted, feigning a confident
smile.
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But Ereon wasn’t going to bulge at all.
‘No tell me what you’re planning, my dear
Arstol!’ she pestered. ‘Tell me now or you’re not
leaving me!’ she insisted, seizing her prince by the
arm.
Arstol knew he couldn’t prevail over his
solemate at this rate. He decided to use a bit of
force.
And so he whisked off Ereon’s grip from him
altogether. So much the damsel’s arm hurt a lot.
With that, Arstol headed out of their private
chamber. And it was then that he soared far ahead
into the west skies bordering the heirsen realm.
It was then he plunged into that dark sphere of
their giant universe.
◙◙◙
So now, there roamed the Prince of Highland
North in that realm of fears.
There roamed he… alone and unaided.
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Chapter 18

PRINCE Arstol decided to stop roaming the

Dungeon of Fears in aimless wander. He decided
to call out the battle cry in earnest.
Arstol hadn’t seen anyone around; but he’d just
begun to feel some presence in the darkness
yonder.
So the Prince of Highland North set out right
then with his challenge. And the words of that
battle cry he took from the realm’s Book of Ages.
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Yes, it was from the ninth chapter of the
Writings of Isaias. From its second verse through
the fifth one.
So then, holding high his glowing sword to
light up the gloom, Prince Arstol chanted the
burning words of Isaias IX. II – V.
He cried out…

‘The people who walk in darkness

Have seen a great light;
Those who dwell in the land of the shadow of death,
Upon them a light has shone.
You have multiplied the nation
And increased its joy;
They rejoice before you
According to the joy of harvest,
As men rejoice when they divide the spoil.
For you have broken the yoke of his burden
And the staff of his shoulder,
The rod of the oppressor,
As in the day of Midian.
For every warrior’s sandal from the noisy battle,
And garments rolled in blood,
Will be used for burning and fuel of fire.’
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And then Arstol halted a moment. He stopped
to pay attention to his surroundings.
For indeed a horde of bastards was now
gathered round the young heirsen. And they stared
at him with questioning faces.
Arstol turned towards the gathered host. He
directed his next words at them.
He cried: ‘O you inhabitants of the Dungeon of
Fears! Why dwell in fear? Why live in dread?
Why, when you can live in peace and safety?’
The young noble aimed to continue, but he was
quickly intercepted by a member of the standing
host.
‘That is our question for you!’ snapped the
bastard. ‘Why will you leave the peace of your
kingdom behind, and come disturb our peace and
safety?
‘Why are you disturbing our quiet existence
and even endangering us right now? Why… what
is it you want with us?!’
Right then Arstol lost all confidence. He wasn’t
prepared for that sort of counter on his challenge.
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The North prince was confused. And he didn’t
know what to do or say.
Just then another bastard picked up.
‘D’ you know we can hit you, wound you, lynch
you all we want? But we won’t.’
And the voice that uttered that threat was only
a quiet growl.
Now Arstol felt grateful. And that moment he
wished his unicorns would race down to him just
then, so he could escape in his flying chariot.
But that wasn’t happening.
Arstol feared terribly now. He feared so much
he almost sunk to his knees to beg. Even when the
bastards hadn’t decided what to do with him.
The first speaker among the bastards spoke up.
‘We will let you go free!’ he declared.
And Arstol let out a quiet breath of relief.
But just then the speaker added something else.
And that afterthought utterly shook the young
noble.
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‘Where is your chariot?’ asked the bastard. ‘It is
all you must surrender and you’ll be free.’
Arstol gasped in shock. It was a moment of
terror for the noble prince.
The North prince considered the dreadful
thought quietly. He wondered how he’d ever head
back home, should his chariot be taken away from
him.
But Arstol knew there was no way he could get
home without his winged cart. Yet again, he knew
the only way to save himself here was to let go of
it.
The young prince conceded now to give up his
chariot. And he led the bastards to where his
precious unicorns stood, quietly waiting for him to
return.
So then, the bastards of the dreaded dungeon
seized Arstol’s chariot. And they walked it down
to their camp in the darkness ahead.
The Prince of Highland North thereafter
roamed the empty fields around, in that dungeon
of utter darkness and gloom.
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And all through that horrible night, Arstol
searched the way to return to the glorious realm of
heirsens.
For indeed he’d
experienced it all.

seen

everything

and

That without the Father’s backing an heirsen
would only lose a battle.
Even before it’d started.
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Chapter 19

IT was early dawn and Arstol found himself all

sprawled out on the ground. In an open square at
the borders of West Stongate.
The North prince had just woken up to the
first ray of morning light; as it brushed over his
eyelids with a soft, gentle gloss.
Arstol was startled that he found himself here.
He was more surprised that he’d woken up to a
place with normal sunrise and sunshine.
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The young noble looked around. He could see
stonewalls reaching up high above him. So he
observed his surroundings awhile; and he
wondered what that place really was.
The last thing Arstol remembered was being
lost in the Dungeon of Fears, deep down beneath
the heirsen world.
He remembered also that he’d lost his chariot
there. And that he couldn’t find his way back.
Arstol had fallen down on the ground in that
dark dungeon. He’d been weary and worn-out
from his hopeless wandering.
And that night the young prince had lain on his
back and stared forlornly into the darkness above
him.
He just looked up and desperately pleaded the
Father-King for help… there in that dungeon of
bastards.
Just about then Arstol gradually faded out in
his being. And that fleeting moment both his body
and being dissolved into nothingness.
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And by the time he came back into
consciousness, Arstol saw himself at the border
gates of an heirsen city.
Arstol jolted up to his feet now. And he
roamed about the city borders, searching round if
he could find a guide or someone.
The North prince roamed about awhile. And
soon he came upon a sign at the gates that told
that place was West Stongate.
Now Arstol desired to seek help from the
protector of this city. Probably through anyone he
could find to guide him to that prince.
However, he had a rethink. For here he was, a
noble prince himself; and here he was, in a
disgraceful spot.
He wouldn’t want to drag the glory of his city
in a mud. He wouldn’t want to get Highland
North further soiled and dirty.
Arstol pulled back right then and turned back
from the city gate. But then it was too late.
For sentries standing over the stonewalls
spotted this stranger. And the next moment a giant
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fishnet was flung over him as he made to pull
away.
Thus the North prince was caught in the cruel
net of West Stongate.
◙◙◙
Celson and Xandur spent the night at West
Stongate’s governing house. Scheming, all the way
from dusk to dawn, on how to trap Arstol.
But neither the Protector of West Stongate nor
the Prince of Olde Glassfield had the least idea
that Arstol was so close.
Neither of them knew the young noble was
here.
Prince Celson heard everything Xandur had to
say about Arstol. And already he was joining hands
with the Glassfield noble to take him down.
What had started as a casual talk about Arstol,
had burgeoned and ballooned into some elaborate
strategizing.
One that took two princes talking all through
the night.
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And yet the night had dawned into day. But the
plotters weren’t anywhere near a headway.
Celson had only wanted to pass time with the
talk the previous evening when he settled down in
front of Xandur.
He had asked to know who exactly the North
prince was, for Xandur to hate him that much.
But when Celson heard about Arstol’s selfassured contempt on a fallen Xandur. When he
heard of that haughty look that hurt Xandur’s
pride, the West prince went completely berserk…
So much that time and night mattered little.
The Prince of the West simply loathed
heirsens. Celson hated heirsens with little or no
painted patch on their glass garments.
Celson’s glass skin was all designed in paintings
of thistle flowers. To conceal the cracks that ran
down his skin from head to toe.
So Celson hated his own failures in heirsens of
pure glass. He hated heirsens whose crystals still
shone in the radiant sun.
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And thus, as the day broke in the morning sky,
Celson and Xandur wrapped up their long,
fruitless pursuit for that night.
But both princes wouldn’t have to look so far.
For right in West Stongate was their target now.
Right within the walls… was Arstol.
◙◙◙
Prince Arstol chose not to prove his nobility, or
resist his arrest in any way.
He was knee-deep in a messy situation. So he
resolved he wasn’t going to get down dirtier.
The North prince told the guards when they
came down on him. He told them that he was only
a wanderer who’d just lost his way.
But then the watchmen took the soiled noble to
be some mischievous intruder.
Arstol crouched into a small bundle like an
offender, as the border guards carted him away in a
large wagon.
For the watchmen led him to their prince for a
swift verdict on him.
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Prince Arstol sighed and sighed. Not a fleeting
thing mattered to him now.
Not the shame of being captured as an
offender. Nor even the distress of his hectic quest.
For now, Arstol knew where he had erred. And
it was as touching the battle for bastards; the quest
to expand his city.
Arstol admitted this led him here.
Indeed, the young noble knew the Father’s
verdict on the battle he so coveted. And he was
also aware of his own motive for that battle.
Arstol was aware of his ulterior motive in going
down to battle. That battle at the camp of
bastards.
Yes, Prince Arstol remembered the Father’s
answer. That answer he got the day he led his
unicorns to graze the golden fields.
He remembered now that the answer had rolled
out from his own lips, in fact. And he could recall
the golden words.
That rearing is easier than hunting.
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Broken and crushed by where his paths led him,
Arstol now felt sorry for erring. And so he cried as
the carriage carted him to Celson.
He cried some remorseful tears.
So then the cart arrived eventually. At the
enemy’s governing house, it arrived.
Then the Prince of Highland North was held
in bonds.
And he was made to wait for the Prince of the
West.
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Chapter 20

PRINCE Arstol stood bound in his hands and feet.

At the courts of West Stongate’s governing house.
Arstol bowed his head in shame and
humiliation. But it was more of a feeling of regret
for wrongdoing that made the prince of the North
so downcast.
And as his trespass wasn’t really to the prince of
West Stongate – even though the latter was to
come pass a judgement on him…
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As Arstol’s trespass wasn’t to the West Prince,
but rather to the Father-King himself, the young
noble felt so sorry to the Father for everything
now.
Arstol continued to whisper the words to show
how sorry he was to the Father. He wanted a way
out; yet he was ready to bear whatever came his
way.
Indeed, there were many things the young
prince had done to err. But Arstol felt most sorry
for shaming noble things.
The prince admitted he’d brought a huge
dishonour to the sacred Book of Ages. And to the
Father’s glowing sword.
To the precious unicorns bestowed him. And,
yet again, to the city he was made a guardian over.
So Prince Arstol felt deeply sorry.
So then, the noble heirsen reasoned that if his
defiance to the Father-of-All deserved a weighty
penalty – he reasoned that he was ready to bear
such a punishment.
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Thus young Arstol stood in bonds and fetters
in the open courts there. And he waited for the
Prince of West Stongate.
Arstol hoped to find favour with the prince
here so he could explain himself in a private talk
with him.
But even so, he feared the chances were rather
too slim, as things appeared at the moment.
Now, in the meantime, Prince Celson wrapped
up the night-long meeting with Xandur of Olde
Glassfield.
A fruitless meeting to catch Arstol in their net,
when interestingly he was there in front of their
meeting place.
Celson had just been informed that some
suspicious vagabond was caught trespassing the
borders of West Stongate that early morning.
But neither the informants, nor the princes
scheming to catch the prey… neither party knew
that the wanderer was Arstol, the Prince of
Highland North.
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Celson and Xandur stepped out of the
governing house – still chattering about the young
prince that proved too difficult to snare.
And as they descended the stairs down to the
open courts, Celson nudged Xandur with an
elbow.
‘Remind me what you say Arstol looks like,’ he
said.
Xandur raised his gaze and his eyes simply
perched on the young heirsen standing in the
distance. It occurred to him right then that the
figure looked so much like Arstol.
He aimed a finger at the standing one to signify
to Celson what their target looked like. But then
he dropped his hand the next moment.
For in that instance Xandur suspected that it
was indeed Arstol – with the striking resemblance
the heirsen bore to him.
But then again he doubted the possibility
altogether.
No, it can’t be Arstol, can it? It can’t be. The
North prince can’t be right here, and bound hands and
feet in fact! It’s not Arstol. It has to be a lookalike.
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Prince Celson glanced at Xandur just then, with
his abrupt hesitation. ‘What is it? Did you see
something?’ he queried.
Xandur parted his lips open to utter a thing or
two.
And just then both scheming princes froze in
their steps… as Xandur pointed dreadfully in the
distance, and Celson followed his hand with a
dazed, horrified glare.
For in that spectacular moment, a giant winged
unicorn tore through the wind in a huge dive from
the north sky down into the open courts here.
The massive beast swung its great wings in a
wild, windy flap. And so much it stirred up dust
and dirt in the air, and made frail armours rattle in
the storms it created.
Now the brazen winged steed alighted. Beside
gentle Arstol it alighted. So Arstol gazed up at the
strong rider, tamer of the fearless unicorn.
He gasped out in that overwhelming moment.
‘Ah, you came! You came!’
For it was Princess Ereon. And she had come
for her prince.
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‘Hold out, my Arstol!’ Ereon cried. ‘Hold out,
Prince of Highland North!’
Arstol pushed his hands and feet apart with a
huge, wrecking force. And he stretched so hard the
ropes ruptured into shreds and pieces.
Princess Ereon made the unicorn bow low the
next moment, and she leaned down to help up the
captured prince.
Arstol mounted the hefty steed behind Ereon
steering it. Then he leaned over into her and
whispered something into her ear.
‘You came in time, Ereon!’ he gasped ‘You
came at last; thank you!’
Ereon glanced back at Arstol to respond. And
just then the plotters’ tongues were loosed from
the shock of that moment.
So Celson stammered. ‘What… what exactly is
going on? Who is that… that fellow we caught?’
Xandur stood trembling down to his feet.
‘No this isn’t happening! This is Arstol we’ve
been looking to find, Your Grace! This is Arstol
here! What do we do?!’ he cried.
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Prince Celson was caught off-guard himself. He
knew he heard Xandur right. But then what he
heard was too shocking to be happening now.
He glanced at Xandur and pestered desperately.
‘Do something, Olde Glassfield! Do something,
Xandur!’
Now as Ereon glanced back to answer her own
prince, she heard the schemers’ desperate calls now.
And she knew it was time to flee.
Even then Xandur sprinted down towards the
young two. And he screamed for the guards to
hold them down, as he himself raced down
towards them.
At that instant Princess Ereon roused her
unicorn to its feet with a steering spring. The next
moment it was up in the skies above, with its
wings flapping ever so fiercely.
And the beast carted away the Prince of
Highland North.
Together with his beauteous princess.
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Chapter 21

EVERYONE at the courts of West Stongate’s

governing house were thrown in utter disarray…
that moment the captured prince escaped on the
back of a giant unicorn.
Xandur landed on the spot where the beast left
off with Arstol. Celson’s guards, too, got there at
the same time.
But then it was too late when everyone got
there. It was too late and they were sorry.
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For, indeed, their captured prey was up in the
farthest skies, flying away on Princess Ereon’s
winged steed. And ever before those heirsens could
pounce on him.
Xandur held out a finger towards the sky, and
he gasped aloud in a moment of shock. It was a
wordless, trembling breath the noble prince
gulped.
The guards rambled about the open courts
right then. They hastened to get themselves
prepared for any order to chase after.
But Prince Celson just stood fixated where he
was; his lips trembling in a moment of
speechlessness.
Thus, no order came for the guards to catch up
with the fleeing prey. No order came to pursue
Arstol in the open sky.
Celson picked himself up now. He staggered
towards Xandur’s side.
Now he felt so futile. He felt shamed. And
angry, too.
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Everything had happened in front of Prince
Xandur, Celson thought. Everything that showed
his incompetence to keep his own captive bound.
Yet, he reasoned, this was the same Xandur that
he usually looked down on, and showed lots of
condescension.
No, Celson felt too incompetent and he just
wanted to hide.
Now the two princes stood beside each other
and helplessly stared into the skies above. They
stared and glared as they watched the North prince
go.
For, indeed, the bird the two kept a sleepless
night to catch, had freely flown down into their
net all by himself.
Yet in the next moment this bird was free
again, soaring high in the boundless, open sky.
Celson and Xandur gaped at the North prince
as he was being flown away by his valiant damsel.
They gasped in that wistful moment. ‘Arstol…!
Ah Arstol!’
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Thereafter the two heirsens got themselves
seated somewhere in the open courts, as Celson
discharged the sentries off to their posts.
And there, both nobles grappled alone with the
pieces left of that giant escape.
◙◙◙
Celson was the one who questioned first, where
the two schemers sat.
‘Who was it who came to rescue Arstol just
now?’ he enquired.
Xandur knew the Princess of Highland North;
and so he had the answer.
‘It’s his solemate. Princess Ereon by name.’
‘Oh, is that so? Well, how did she know he was
right here?’
Xandur didn’t have that ready. ‘I don’t know,’
he shrugged.
‘Anyway, I think the puzzle we should face now
is: What is Arstol doing here?’ he interjected.
Hearing this, Celson sat up. And he gave more
attention to what the older noble was drawing out.
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So Xandur went on. ‘Your watchmen took him
for a suspicious vagabond trespassing your
territory. But we know that’s not the case, Your
Grace.
‘So the question is: What brings him to West
Stongate? What exactly brings the North prince
down West?’
Celson stood up and paced about, his gaze
downcast. And he searched for answers in his
roaming thoughts.
Xandur was silent; he had no clue himself. But
in a short while Celson broke the silence with a
certain possibility.
‘I get it now,’ he said with a sudden start.
‘You see, if the bird we’re looking for came
wandering into our net uninvited, it only means he
needed something from us.’
Xandur looked askance. He couldn’t guess
where his ally was going with the sudden idea. But
Celson kept up with the fervour till he would have
been communicating.
And so the West prince shot on. ‘Highland
North was caught roaming into our borders on
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foot. And our city sits right at the entire realm’s
west boundary…’
Xandur nodded in affirmation. He was
following with keener interest.
Celson marked the spark in his listener’s eyes.
So he sat down by him and fired on with his logic.
‘You see, if Arstol’s princess had just come to
rescue him with her own unicorn, then Arstol
certainly didn’t come this far to roam the borders
on foot…
‘He must have lost his unicorn around here!’
asserted the West prince.
Xandur nodded thoughtfully.
Celson backed up his point straightaway.
‘I have heard about princes who lost their
unicorns and chariots at the Dungeon of Fears.
‘Arstol must have come to battle at the
Dungeon, and must have paid the price imitators
pay for embarking on a presumptuous venture!’
Xandur heaved a deep breath. He completely
agreed with that viewpoint and had no objection at
all.
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That’s it, he mused. That must be it.

And right about then, Prince Celson drew up a
hefty implication from everything.
‘You know… right now I think a guardian is
trying too hard to be a warrior.
‘I think Arstol’s trying to battle for bastards.
‘And if that’s the case… if it is really true
Arstol’s developed an obsession already, then it is
good news for us!’
Xandur looked askance. ‘But how is that good
news?’
Celson smiled. ‘That way Prince Arstol has just
beckoned on us. We’ll only have to offer him a
price for his desire.’
Now Xandur didn’t like that idea at all.
He reasoned that Celson was enough trouble
for him in the Great League. So he didn’t want to
have to deal with another young superior looking
down on him.
But old Xandur admitted things weren’t in his
hands to decide. And so he bowed his head and sat
awkwardly still.
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Thus the older noble left young Celson to bask
and bathe in his sudden plans. The plans to buy
Prince Arstol over.
Like Xandur himself was bought at a price.
Soon Celson noticed Xandur’s awkwardness.
He could feel the frosty airs oozing from him since
he raised the idea.
The young prince could tell why the older one
was feeling quite uncomfortable. But he didn’t
expect that to happen. And so he gave Xandur a
piece of his mind.
‘Listen here, we equally bought you!’ Celson
bellowed, turning to squarely face the elder.
‘We bought your desire for honour and glory.
And at a good price for that matter!
‘It is sheer benevolence that we didn’t take your
flaming tongue and handed you nothing. We
could have taken it and given you nothing at all!
‘But then we like your kind, Xandur! And what
we did for you is not the case with everyone at all!’
Xandur didn’t say anything. He just sat down,
utterly quiet and still.
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Celson looked at him a moment and took on a
position to pacify him.
‘You see, Olde Glassfield,’ he resumed in a
gentler voice. ‘We can take everything Arstol has
and still don’t give him anything, you know.
‘The flaming tongue is what the North prince
needs right now. But we can’t offer that.
‘We can only take a flaming tongue: we cannot
give a heirsen one.’
Xandur swallowed a small sigh as the last
words hit him.
For it did hit him hard. The fact that it was
after all a worthless trade, selling himself to evil.
Celson went on all the same. ‘That tongue of
fire and flames is a real treasure for us, when a
fallen warrior sells it over to us.
‘But then it is dangerous fire, when an able
knight war against us with the flames.
‘Now if we get to buy Arstol with his desire, we
can’t give him that priceless gift he desperately
wants.
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‘We will only promise him lies and destroy him
once he takes that bait! Now do you get it?’
Xandur raised his head with a spark of
excitement in his eyes.
‘That’s perfect, Your Grace. That’s really good!’
he beamed.
Now Prince Xandur was relieved. For almost
immediately he was back to his support for the
Great League.
That dark league of fallen fighters to which he
sold himself.
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Chapter 22

EREON’S flying beast arrived at Highland North,

and it perched at the rear gates of the city’s great
citadel.
The giant steed bowed itself low in a quiet
roost, as Ereon and Arstol jumped down the burly
thing.
Now the beautiful princess whisked her prince
inside the mighty fort with that flight of a
frightened dart.
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Yet when the two got inside their place of
shelter, they knew they’d got to untie their knotted
things before anything at all.
Ereon settled in front of a seated Arstol; and
she spoke in a low, stern voice.
‘Should I ask it, or you will tell me everything?’
Now Arstol knew he couldn’t hide anymore.
He knew his solemate was asking for nothing
short of the truth. Yet the North prince wasn’t
prepared to face his princess with that truth.
Arstol stammered. ‘Ereon, I’m… I’m sorry for
everything!’
But it was a feeble attempt at placating the
North princess.
Arstol paused a bit but Ereon didn’t utter any
response.
The prince waited for his princess to say
something; but Ereon would keep the awkward
silence going on forever.
Indeed, until Arstol was sorry enough to own
up to his faults.
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Now Prince Arstol could tell with Ereon’s cold
silence – he could tell she wasn’t going to let him
off on that shallow defense.
He realised Ereon wanted to know everything.
And here in front of her, he’d got no place of
shelter at all.
Arstol decided to spill everything, his folly and
all. So he broke down telling his princess
everything from beginning to end.
Arstol told Ereon of his obsession about being
like Xandur Breather of Fire. He told her about his
desire to battle for bastards too.
Like that Prince of Olde Glassfield.
The North prince related his ambition to
expand the city with the victory spoils of that
battle.
Arstol indeed told Ereon everything. How he
set out on a mission the Father-King didn’t
commission him for. And where that path led him.
‘So, my Princess,’ finished the young noble, ‘I
had to be captured by an alien prince’s net, and
humbled in bonds in front of him.
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‘I had to be so humbled for my eyes to open to
where my paths may lead with a self-commissioned
mission.’
Arstol’s eyes were regretful and sad.
And not only to the Father-King was the young
prince remorseful; but now he was sorry to his
only mate and partner… whom he had just let
down in the King’s business.
Ereon spoke up now, and her voice retained the
mild sternness.
‘My Prince, if you knew all along and you still
went to battle, then I am sure you know now that
we have a battle to fight.
‘I am sure you know we must battle that vain
obsession first. That vain thirst for glory. And it is
that home battle, that self-war, that we must fight!’
Arstol had little resistance inside him now.
‘I agree, Ereon. I really agree!’ he replied. ‘I kept
wanting the battle, even now I still desire it in spite
of everything.
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‘I keep wanting the glory of a warring knight,
even when I know where that path would lead a
guardian prince.’
Ereon crushed her hand with the other and
heaved a quiet sigh of concern.
Arstol finished his words now – and in a
submissive low, voice.
‘Now I know that the battle I need to fight is
not the battle for bastards. It is rather the battle
for me… the battle for my frail self.
‘I need to win over me first! Win over
everything Arstol…
‘Not battle to cart bastards home!’ he
submitted.
So it was time for Ereon to encourage her
solemate. And she went over to his side and gently
patted him on the shoulder.
‘Cheer up, my Arstol,’ she breathed. ‘Cheer up,
Prince of Highland North.
‘I am standing with you through this. I am
fighting by you in the battle for you.
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‘Do not fear, my Prince. I will fight by you till
we end this war!’ she promised.
Arstol looked up at her courageous princess.
And his doting gaze spoke many thanks that
weren’t uttered.
Ereon matched her solemate’s eye with a
glowing gaze.
She whispered. ‘You’re welcome, Arstol.’
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Chapter 23

AS the heirsen sun rose and set every day, several

days had gradually turned into many moons, and
many moons into a few tides.
This was since Arstol escaped from his haters’
net and hadn’t been caught still.
But Xandur Prince of Olde Glassfield wasn’t
giving up. At the start of that unending chase, at
least.
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So in the course of the passing moons, the
Glassfield prince had sent spies over to the city of
Highland North to mark Arstol’s ways and all.
Getting into Highland North was a piece of
cake for Xandur – since the city was reckoned for
her open arms to immigrants.
Xandur took advantage of that fact; so he
planted spies in the city around Prince Arstol.
So there he was in Arstol’s city – as secret eyes
to see for him and several ears to hear for him.
However, there was nothing tangible that
Xandur’s spies could find to report, as the days
rolled by.
Everything about Arstol were steadfastness and
truth, so much the reports only saddened his
desperate chasers.
But it wasn’t Arstol’s uprightness that Xandur
sent his moles up North to spy out for him.
No, it wasn’t anything praiseworthy Xandur
was so desperate to hear.
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Indeed, Prince Xandur wasn’t interested in
nothing of Arstol’s princely acts or his nobility. He
wanted to know the heirsen called Arstol.
His faults, his failings, and all his frailties.
Xandur wanted to know the heirsen in the
noble prince.
Indeed, only then could the desperate prince of
Olde Glassfield hack down the North prince with
a single hit.
For it would be a fatal strike where it mattered
most.
And so Xandur became frustrated for lack of
substantial news as the days turned into moons,
and moons gradually into a tide or two.
Even when the Glassfield prince pressured his
spies, there was nothing at all to report other than
Arstol’s good deeds.
But Prince Celson of West Stongate wasn’t
tired like the Glassfield noble. In the plotters’
chase after the North prince.
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Celson had made a life in ruining noble
heirsens. The young prince joined the Great
League as early as a child.
And ever since the noble had been grafted into
that league of fallen fighters, he’d made a passion
of destroying steadfast heirsens.
And Arstol of Highland North was just one of
those heirsens Celson planned to destroy.
Prince Celson was ready to wait for Arstol’s
eggshell to weaken and crack – no matter how
long he’d have to wait.
‘I’m sure that that egg will crack someday,’
Celson had told Xandur. ‘And it doesn’t matter
how long it will take to wait...
‘It doesn’t matter how much time I’ll spend
waiting, I have vowed that I will keep hoping till I
can bring it to rot!’
Seated now in his work chamber, Celson
fumbled nervously with a writing quill as he
anticipated a special visit.
A visit that could make scheming only sweeter,
he thought.
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For indeed scheming was like sword fighting to
the Prince of West Stongate. It was like new wine,
too – one that he couldn’t get enough of.
Yet Xandur of Olde Glassfield used to be an
unbeatable opponent. An adversary Prince Celson
couldn’t pull down, no matter how hard he’d tried.
Celson had always hated the Breather of Fire.
He’d wanted to bargain his flaming tongue for a
long time.
Yet Xandur cracked all by himself. So he gave
entry to his desperate adversaries waiting already at
the door.
Thus Prince Celson, together with Prince
Dalleon of Waterfort, had his way into a cracked
Xandur and altogether into his fortified city.
But even so Prince Celson knew his schemes
were always useless if his target never opened the
door. If they never opened from the inside.
Yes, Celson knew he didn’t call the shot every
time he caught a prey. He knew it was all in his
target’s hands if that target would stand or crash.
The Great League had always chased after
Noble Xandur for several tides; but there was no
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way they could get a hold on the steadfast
Protector of Olde Glassfield.
And never at any time could the League snare
the noble prince, until Xandur defiantly expanded
his golden painting over a cracked shoulder…
And expanded and extended the painted patch
to cover his two crystal shoulders, and then his
entire breastplate.
It was arrogance and defiance to the Father-ofAll.
It was utter rebellion to the Father and King
So then the real crack began. A slender crack on
the shoulder began to deepen so rapidly; then it
widened below the skin surface into a widespread
cavity within.
In no time, Xandur’s hard shell caved open on
its own. And he let in the rottenness of the world
of darkness and evil.
Again Celson admitted they didn’t call the shot
in that castle of darkness.
He admitted they had to hope for Xandur and
others to open up by themselves.
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Celson admitted it wasn’t in their hands, but in
heirsens themselves.
But that was one thing the young prince wished
he could have.
He wished he could be able to bring down
anyone just because he wanted to.
He wished he wouldn’t need a heirsen cracking
up on their own before he could do anything.
Celson wished so hard to be a lord who can
decide a heirsen’s fate.
But no, the fate of all heirsens were in their own
hands. And in the Father’s benevolent care.
Nevertheless, Celson found both the quest and
the waiting entertaining.
But the wait seemed over now, as there was a
knock on the door.
It was the guest with the special news coming
in. It was Prince Xandur of Olde Glassfield.
For now, there was something huge happening
at Highland North.
And Celson was ready to find out.
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Chapter 24

IT happened that Arstol only rechanneled his idle

ambition as the tides turned by.
The Protector of Highland North didn’t really
deal with his obsession to be like Xandur Breather
of Fire. Or with the desire to battle at the
Dungeon of Fears…
Again, like Xandur Prince of Olde Glassfield.
And so, the guardian knight had slowly
wandered back to his desire to battle in the fields
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like the warrior knights... as many moons closed in
to a tide or two.
But then the Protector of Highland North
wasn’t particularly after fighting at that dreaded
dungeon.
No, Arstol didn’t aim to go down to the
dungeon anymore. Especially since he wasn’t
instituted a battlefield knight.
But still the North prince wanted to teach the
theories of battling at the dungeon – from
everything he’d thoroughly gleaned from the Book
of Ages.
Arstol wanted to talk about battling for
bastards. As much as it could satisfy the loss of his
giant dream, in fact.
And so, the North prince woke up one day and
he established a large academy within the city’s
great citadel.
There at the academy, Arstol begun to give
talks and instructions about the great Battle for
Bastards.
And not even Ereon Princess of Highland
North could stop her prince from dreaming wild.
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Particularly now that the obsession was re-growing
monstrously inside him.
However, Arstol’s academy was filled with
several many unwilling citizens mandated to
participate.
There were no battle flames in their eyes. Nor
were there hungers for battle spoils in their voices.
No, Arstol’s listeners were as indifferent and
blasé as the inhabitants of a protected fort. And
nothing that their Protector said ever got them
wanting to plunder the Dungeon yet.
But then a day came that a frustrated Arstol
asked the small assembly to vote about the closure
of his new academy.
And just before his dispassionate disciples put
down their stance on small pieces of parchment…
just before then, a certain heirsen stood up amid
the seated listeners and poured out burning words.
‘We can go for war!’ he roared. ‘Let us go and
plunder the camp of bastards. For we are well able;
and we can conquer all of it!’
Arstol raised his downcast head straight up. He
glared at the young, bold heirsen.
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The words the heirsen spoke were similar to
something he’d read several times before in the
sacred Book of Ages.
And those words were spoken in that ancient
book by two noble spies and fearless warriors.
Their names, Kaleb and Yehoshua.
But then Prince Arstol never suspected that the
heirsen here was indeed a spy, too.
Only that he wouldn’t ever call him noble, if he
did know who he was.
For here, the heirsen’s burning words were only
a snare. And that youngster had been sent to
plunder Arstol and everything him.
Arstol glared at the astute heirsen with a glitter
of amazement in his own eyes. Then he finally
uttered something.
‘What… what is your name, friend?’ he
enquired.
But just then, some other voices rose among
Arstol’s pupils with similar stances as the first
speaker.
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And they were closing into a dozen bolder
voices, clamouring and agitating over the same
thing.
‘Yes, we can go for the war; we can!’
‘Highland North must be expanded by us!’
‘Together we will plunder the dreaded
dungeon!’
But Arstol was surprised with the sudden
clamours. And he glanced round to see what had
happened to his people all of a sudden.
However, the Prince of Highland North never
knew that it wasn’t his people clamouring now.
Arstol never knew that the hedge of his fold
had just been torn down. And camouflaging
wolves were now mingling with the innocent flock.
Yes, Prince Arstol wondered what suddenly
changed about his people. But it wasn’t the people
of Highland North speaking up now.
It was the spies instigating his people.
Indeed, now, the waves of that clamour did
spread across the seated assembly; and in a short
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while the actual citizens were joining in the excited
demand.
The whole assembly weren’t asking for the
academy to simply continue. Or else the clamours
wouldn’t have lasted for a long while.
But then Arstol’s disciples and indeed everyone
in the North city were now clamouring that they
go to battle at Dungeon of Fears.
They demanded that they were enlisted for the
warfare itself.
Now, when Arstol saw what his small obsession
had burgeoned into, he feared he was plying the
same path that made an alien prince capture him
earlier.
Yet the North prince was having a second
thought. And as he strolled back to his work
chamber, he silently pondered it.
But I went to battlefield alone then. Yet today, I
am going with disciples trained in the acts of war.
Yesterday I went as one man; but today I am going
back as a nation. That is clearly an advancement, I
suppose.
Really, Arstol! This is a victorious advancement!
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So then there was no stopping the Prince of the
North anymore. He was determined and nothing
could deter him.
And thus did word about Arstol’s plans travel
to his enemies’ ears…
As far as to Xandur in Olde Glassfield.
And then to Celson in West Stongate.
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Chapter 25

IT was a cloudy morning. And a fleet of winged

unicorns flew across the wide-flung Heirsen world
down west.
Arstol’s flying chariot charged ahead of that
teaming fleet ridden by those disciples of his
battlefield academy.
The large army of heirsens flew with a crushing
haste. A haste like that of a flying dart. But it was
only Arstol’s matchless pace that made his
disciples hurry so.
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The army hastened in a maddening flight till
they had flown over the west boundaries of the
entire realm.
Then down the heirsens dove. Down and down
into that Black Pit where the Dungeon of Fears
lay.
Landing again at the bastards’ gates which
welcomed no one, Arstol commanded his army to
make their unicorns lie low in the darkness
there…
While the young soldiers followed him on foot
to that camp of bastards ahead.
Also, Prince Arstol assigned twelve heirsens to
guard the roosting unicorns; while they hid
themselves, too, under the cover of blackness.
So then, as soon as the Prince of Highland
North ensured that the unicorns they brought to
war were securely guarded outside the camp…
As soon as Prince Arstol ensured this, he
matched his warriors off to the dwelling place of
the bastards. Far in the darkest gloom ahead.
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Now the North prince had chosen for himself a
brave and trusted heirsen, out of his dedicated
disciples at his war academy.
Arstol had chosen that heirsen he could throw
his weight on as the commander of his army.
His name was Pelicas.
Yes, the Prince of Highland North had
developed a battle plan with Pelicas, over many
moons since the disciples had decided to go to
battle.
And barely all strategies, running from
challenge to conquest – all strategies were drawn
out by Pelicas the commander of Arstol’s army.
Thus, this time Prince Arstol didn’t go down to
the dreaded dungeon as the coward of yesterday…
One who would have feared alerting the
adversary holding the bastards a captive.
This time, on the contrary, Arstol was
determined to strike the Dungeon of Fears with a
great plunder.
And he himself wasn’t going to set out fearing,
he told himself.
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‘Moreso,’ Arstol reasoned, ‘I’ve got a large host
of warriors with me! I’ve got my many disciples
fighting for me.’
So then, when Arstol led his army to the dark
terrains where the bastards inhabited, he brought
out a battle trumpet made out of the horn of a
giant unicorn.
Arstol blew the horn in a mighty battle call.
Then he handed the piece over to Pelicas to move
on with the challenge itself.
Pelicas took hold of the device and made use of
the same as an amplifier of voice. And so he
chanted a challenge from the Heirsen’s Book of
Ages.
Again before the challenge came to an end, an
unprecedented multitude of bastards were out
already, and they had subtly surrounded the
heirsen army.
Arstol thought to take over the speaking device
from Pelicas now and take charge of the challenge.
But still the Prince of the North was impressed
with his disciples’ bold act. That act that drew out
innumerable bastards out of their hiding.
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There was nothing that made the noble prince
more fulfilled than seeing his disciples fulfil his
life-long dream. Yes, it was a gratifying sight to
him.
Thus Noble Arstol reminded himself that the
young commander of his army was doing well, and
so he left Pelicas alone.
He let his words keep burning like a gust of
wind in fire.
Soon Arstol realized that the bastards have so
outnumbered his army and they’ve been completely
surrounded.
Now Arstol was beginning to fear.
The next moment, the prince passed a secret
order for his soldiers to reform and take positions,
in a bid to mark the bastards surrounding the
army.
Soon the heirsen army reformed with deft
action and they took their new positions.
It was an heirsen to four bastards: yet the
heirsen soldiers couldn’t adequately mark the
numberless bastards.
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Now, as Arstol observed the delicate situation,
and hoped for a good conquest regardless of their
own small number…
Just then a bastard stepped forward and
interrupted the commander of his army.
‘You have spoken much!’ the hefty bastard
growled. ‘But just a while ago you chanted a line or
two that looks too unbelievable!’
Arstol recognized the bastard. He wouldn’t
forget easily that wild voice and cruel face.
The speaker was that very bastard who
threatened him the last time he came to the
Dungeon.
Now a cold chill sloped down Arstol’s frame.
The bastard went on addressing Pelicas – his
voice rumbling like the moans of some quiet
thundering.
He stepped threateningly close and said:
‘Well, if I can remember your words, I think
you said this. That your army is more than
conquerors of war through the one who loves you.
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‘And I can also remember this declaration you
made. That the greatest love a person can have for
his friends is to give his life for them…
‘Now did you just cook those up here. Or are
they standing truths in the Heirsen world?!’
Arstol wanted to take the counter response. Yet
Pelicas was fast to let the prince rest assured and
trust his ability to handle everything.
And so the North prince pulled back and let
his disciple wield his ability in a full swing.
Thus Pelicas spoke up really bold. But the
heirsen’s response was equally too daring.
And so daring was that response that Arstol
wondered speechlessly.
What exactly is Pelicas’ goal?!
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Chapter 26

PELICAS threw back a bold but reckless answer.

On that battlefield at the Dungeon of Fears.
‘Yes, those words!’ he yelled. ‘Those
unbelievable words are crystal truths of the
Heirsen world! We live by them in peace and war.’
Then he added: ‘And if you do not know it yet,
I cited those words from our changeless Book of
Ages!’
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Prince Arstol was both surprised and alarmed.
He was surprised at Pelicas’ reckless tussle with the
wild-looking bastard.
Arstol wondered if the commander of his army
understood the situation.
That those delicate lines he was hastily
defending could, in fact, turn out to be their own
snare.
Prince Arstol wondered if Pelicas knew.
Now the lines came back to his thoughts like a
distant echo: That their army was more than
conquerors of war through the one who loved
them.
And that the greatest love a person could have
for his friends was to give his life for them.
These words Pelicas had fiercely proclaimed in
his battle cry. But now the fierce-looking bastard
wrestled those lines of the heirsen general.
And now, Arstol could only hope that the
bastard wouldn’t use Pelicas’ bold assertion to
snare their entire army.
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The bastard answered Arstol’s general after a
small moment of thought.
‘All right then,’ he said. ‘But this is the
situation, young commander. You didn’t enter our
territory by invitation. You came here on your
own volition.
‘And I think I warned your prince the last time
not to come down here again and trouble our
peace!’
Arstol was shocked at the sudden turn of
events. He feared what the end could possibly be.
Even so, Pelicas was bold and confident still.
For he knew where the exchange was meant to
lead.
So the heirsen commander laughed. ‘Trouble
your peace, did I hear you say?! We have come to
bring you peace! We came because you don’t have
any!’
And then he added: ‘Or why will your abode be
called the Dungeon of Fears if you have any peace
in the first place?!’
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Arstol was appalled at Pelicas’ manner of
challenge. It wasn’t the Heirsen way at all and the
situation sickened him.
Now he wondered if his disciple really
understood that the enemy wasn’t the bastards
gathered here. That it wasn’t the bastards held
captive in that Dungeon of Fear.
Arstol wondered if Pelicas really knew that the
adversary was an evil being condemned to that
Black Pit – and who was keeping all bastards a
captive.
But then, when the gathered bastards heard
Pelicas’ last words, they only burst into a wild
laughter. But they didn’t say anything to prove the
heirsen wrong.
The leader decided to make an attempt after all.
It was something he’d already prepared for.
He waved a hand to silence his people. Then he
made an offer to Arstol’s army to prove that point.
So he cleared his throat and spoke up.
‘To show you that we’re indeed at peace, young
commander, we won’t challenge your army to
battle. We would rather bargain with you.
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‘And this is to show you how peaceful a people
the bastards of the dreaded dungeon are!’
Arstol was a little relieved to hear this. But he
was curious as to what sort of bargain the bastard
speaker was offering his army.
The speaker for the bastards resumed,
addressing Pelicas still.
‘I asked you a while ago if you meant those
lines. That your army was more than conquerors
of war through the one who loves you.
‘And that the greatest love a person can have
for his friend is to give his life for them…
‘Now you did reply that it is a changeless truth
from the Heirsen’s Book of Ages, the sacred book
you follow in peace and war.
‘So since we outnumber your army and have
fully surrounded you, young commander, this is
our bargain of benevolence and clemency!’
The bastard stopped short and a dead silence
descended on that dark place in that dreadful pit.
He spoke at last and it was a daunting verdict.
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‘Give us one of you and we will let the rest of
you go,’ he thundered.
‘One for all: that is our demand. And make it
right now!’
Prince Arstol was overcome with dread where
he stood. And so much that he couldn’t gather his
thoughts together to utter something.
And just pondered the situation, trembling.
Why will I lose a faithful disciple to the wild
bastards? Why will I ever lose one of mine?!
I have traded a precious unicorn; I have lost my
chariot here! Will I even lose a priceless follower to
this pit of blackness?!
Aargh, great Father and King! Have pity on a fool
like me!

But right about then, Pelicas let out a silent
breath of relief. The entire act had come to that
pyramid peak where the young general wanted to
drive it.
Everything had come to that precarious cliff
where things might just crash down really hard.
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For, truly, the young Pelicas was that same spy
who stirred up Arstol’s disciples to come battle at
the dreaded dungeon.
He was that very spy who motivated Arstol’s
pupils at the war academy back in Highland
North.
Yes, everything happening here and now at the
Dungeon of Fears were an act scripted by Arstol’s
enemy and chaser. Prince Xandur of Olde
Glassfield
And that script was meticulously enacted by
Pelicas, along with the bastards here.
Now Pelicas relished in the twists and turns of
Xandur’s plot, as Xandur’s intended tragedy
unfolded in his eyes.
And so the young commander popped a
question for the bastard, as he played along in that
game to crush the North prince.
He asked: ‘Hey! Do you have an idea of what
you are demanding?!’
‘Do you want it repeated?’ the bastard quipped.
‘We are asking you proof of the changeless
precepts of the Hiersen’s Book of Ages.
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‘Show a proof of its truth by handing us one of
you to save the rest!’
Pelicas gave a light smile and turned to the rest
of Arstol’s army. He called the soldiers aside to
plan the next move.
The North prince took a glance round him and
saw his soldiers gathering aside to Pelicas.
And he wondered why his own disciples would
gather without him, and without getting an order
from him to do so.
But then in a little while, Pelicas was back to
face the bastards. And walking up to the leader of
the horde, he declared the army’s stand.
‘We have decided about your proposition. We
have decided that we shall make you see that no
precept in the sacred Book of Ages may change.
‘And whether in the time peace or that of war!
‘We have also decided to show you that we’ve
brought you peace. And nothing short of the
Heirsen peace!
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‘So, Inhabitants of the Dungeon of Fears! We
give you today what you have demanded.
‘We are Heirsens from Highland North. And
here with us is our Prince and Protector!’
Right then Arstol’s legs trembled and almost
gave way beneath him.
Just before the North Prince could sink to the
ground, two of his disciples matched up to him
from within his army and held him up by his two
arms.
And then the soldiers matched their prince
forward. And to the front of that wild-looking
bastard.
Pelicas resumed speaking, as the noble prince
was brought closer.
‘This is our leader, the Protector of Highland
North. We make our heart known to you bastards
by giving you our dearest prince as ransom.
‘Hear it then and observe it, O Dwellers of the
Darkest Dungeon! That to you we present Prince
Arstol of Highland North… as our proof of peace
and goodwill!’
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Prince Arstol’s legs gave way right away. He
simply toppled over and fell off his disciples’ grip.
And then that huge bastard caught him with a
sweep of a hand.
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Chapter 27

AT the Bastards’ Dungeon of Fears, Arstol was

eventually blindfolded and locked in an iron cage
– the cage itself sitting hideously inside a giant
cave.
Prince Arstol’s army had left the dungeon,
leaving the captured prince with no hope left. No
one could possibly come to his rescue anymore, he
thought.
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Arstol remembered how Ereon his princess and
solemate had come for him when he was captured
at West Stongate the last time.
But this wasn’t another Heirsen city like West
Stongate, thought the young noble. It was rather
the cursed dungeon of darkness – deep down in
the Black Pit.
And so, Arstol lost all hope of a possible
rescue.
At that time, the caged prince traced his fingers
through the nape of his neck down the hips… as a
crushing pain ran down his spin and spread over to
his groins.
Yes, another fissure had just wrecked Arstol’s
crystal armour in the back spine.
It was aside the patched cracks that ran across
his skirt of glass, which had lain forgotten like an
old scar.
Yet now that Arstol’s glass body cracked up
anew – and from neck to bottom this time round
– the heirsen’s old wound came up fresher with the
new.
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So then, Arstol was faced with his buried flaw
now. And along with the fresh.
Yes, indeed, there wasn’t any mystic paint to
use to hide Arstol’s flawed spots today. The North
prince did face everything him.
And from the extensive flaws to the pains of
everything, Arstol was left to face himself.
But soon enough, the young prince began
wishing that there was someone who could
possibly come to his aid.
He desired to find someone who could take
him out of that dreadful place, even when he knew
how impracticable his hopes were.
Arstol hoped and longed for so long. But still,
no one showed up.
The prince wept bitterly in that moment of
hopelessness. And just as he was falling asleep for
loss of strength, he was jolted back by a sound of
footsteps approaching.
Then Arstol’s cage was bolted opened and his
blindfold thrust away.
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And when the prince parted his hurting eyes
open in the dim light around, he marked that his
rescuers were two sturdy bastards.
However, on a closer study, Arstol observed
that it didn’t seem like the bastards were going to
rescue him.
Particularly with the manner in which they
hauled him along.
The bastards held Arstol in both arms and
walked him out of the cave, hauling the noble off
to a standing two in the far distance.
Arstol asked those cold fellows about what they
were going to do with him. But the bastards didn’t
answer him a word. They only kept dragging him
ahead.
In a short while, the North prince observed that
the persons standing in the far distance were
heirsens. So Prince Arstol was filled with lots of
hope again.
However, those heirsens were backing the
approaching party as they talked about a thing or
two. And so, Arstol couldn’t figure who they were
exactly and why they came for him.
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The bastards eventually brought the North
prince to meet the heirsens. And both bastards
bowed for the two.
Arstol was surprised at what was happening. He
shot a question at the two, who were still
whispering something to each other.
The North prince spoke with some burning
impatience.
‘Who are you two? Did you come to save me?
Please let me see your face. Are you really here for
me?!’
The two heirsens turned about… and it was
the princes who masterminded everything that
befell Arstol.
It was Xandur and Celson.
But Arstol never knew they orchestrated his
predicament. He just wondered how they ever
knew he was captured down there.
Yes, Prince Arstol hadn’t known the two
princes to be his sworn enemies; as the North
prince didn’t see their faces when he was first
captured by them in West Stongate.
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Now, on seeing his great hero’s face, Arstol
gasped with utter delight.
‘Ah, it’s Prince Xandur of Olde Glassfield!’
Xandur smiled and then squinted an eye at
Celson to signal to that Arstol didn’t know his
enemy still.
And Celson nodded quietly, flashing a quick
smile at Xandur.
Xandur turned back his eyes to Prince Arstol.
‘What are you doing here, Highland North?’ he
queried.
He added just as soon: ‘I got a raven-borne
letter from the bastards, informing me you are in
their hold.
‘And that is why I couldn’t help but come seek
you down here, Arstol! What exactly are you doing
here, Protector of Highland North?!’
Arstol was utterly ashamed and embarrassed, as
Xandur’s last question spelled out the
inappropriateness of his venture.
Yet Prince Xandur did purposely wield that
stick so.
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Especially so that the North prince wouldn’t
linger long, wondering why an heirsen prince had a
cordial relation with the world of darkness beneath
them.
It was so the North prince wouldn’t suspect
that the great conqueror of yesterday was now an
ally of the Black Pit.
Thus, Arstol didn’t consider the thought for
long, before Xandur’s question made him snap out
of the suspicion.
Now Prince Arstol felt sorry not for the fact
that he broke the Father’s giant heart. But he was
sad and ashamed for just one thing.
That he was standing before his hero as a failed
warrior.
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Chapter 28

XANDUR applied the stick a second time – his

blame cane for the North prince.
‘Arstol Protector of Highland North!’ he
bawled. ‘Are you protecting the bastards’ camp
now?! Or have you been made Prince over the
bastards’ realm?’
The North prince altogether pathetic. He
wished his hero wasn’t taunting him so.
But then, Xandur spat on.
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‘Oh, is this why you looked at us so
disdainfully few tides ago?!
‘You scorned our noble Feast of Remembrance
and left the solemn assembly with so much haste
then. I never knew you’ll now descend lower than
all honourable heirsens today!
‘Or if I knew today will surely come, would I
have been hurt by your conceited attitude towards
me the Breather of Fire?
‘Would I have even wasted my time over you?’
Arstol couldn’t believe Xandur was mocking
him to his own face. He knew their friendship
wasn’t as solid as it used to be. But he didn’t
expect things to be that worse.
He swallowed as the older prince’s words hit
him so hard.
Xandur caught the shamed look on Arstol and
knew his words were hitting on the right spot. So
he simply fired on.
‘Oh Arstol! I was told the people who handed
you over were your own army!’ gloated Xandur.
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‘You didn’t even travel far to find for yourself
traitors. You brought your people to here to
simply betrays you, Prince Arstol!
‘And this is what you look like now, noble
prince! Broken and cracked up all the way from
neck down to the waistline! What has happened to
you Prince Arstol?!
‘You didn’t even have the courtesy of covering
your flaws and saving us this eyesore! Ah, what has
you befallen you, gentle Arstol?!
‘What has become of you, valiant prince?!’
By this time, Arstol lost hope in Prince Xandur.
He was now certain the old noble hadn’t come
to save him at all. He was really sure Xandur had
only come to ridicule his predicament.
Ah, no one can help me here!
If my own citizens handed me over to the bastards,
what makes me think the prince of another city will
rescue me?
What makes me think Prince Xandur will want to
save me?!
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Now Arstol was almost giving up on the two
nobles in front of him when Celson took over the
speaking floor.
‘Well, it happens!’ Celson interjected. ‘Prince of
Highland North, this happens once in a while. But
listen, you will be fine and out of here if you do
what I say!’
Arstol’s attention was so caught with Celson’s
words. But Xandur was rather caught unawares
and he glanced at the speaker a little surprised.
Celson continued speaking.
‘I know you don’t want to be here right now,
Arstol. But beyond leaving here, I know you want
to be a great conqueror like Xandur Breather of
Fire.
‘And that is why I, Prince Celson, am here with
Xandur.’
Arstol nodded and listened.
‘That tongue of flames and fire that you need
to be Xandur,’ Celson continued. ‘That flaming
tongue you need to be a great conqueror, I Great
Celson can give you!
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‘You can become a celebrated conqueror of tens
of thousands. Like I made Xandur Protector of
Olde Glassfield!’
Prince Xandur glanced at Celson with surprise.
Now he got the picture. And he admitted he’d
been too carried away with his resentment that he
almost forgot the larger scheme.
The Glassfield prince also recalled now that the
tongue of flames and fire wasn’t anything their
League could give an heirsen.
He remembered that Celson’s promise was only
a bait to hook Arstol. And now, Xandur was
curious to see how the North prince would
respond to their offer.
Prince Celson paused a moment to let his
words sink into Arstol’s core. And then he stepped
forward in front of the noble and added a few
words.
‘Listen, Highland North! I can make you all
you want to be. I can give you all that you desire.
‘Even if you dream of ruling a people as
numerous as the sand of seashore!
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‘Listen, Protector of the North city! I can give
you all that you ever wish for! Only bow down to
me!
‘Bow down to me and everything you desire
will be yours! Bow to me now, Arstol of Highland
North!’
Arstol stood quiet and still. He heard Celson
clearly.
That Celson could free him from the bastards,
and even give him the tongue of flames and fire
which he so desired.
And that Celson would give him everything he
ever dreamed of, including the expansion of his
city.
In the lingering silence, Celson decided to
hammer on Arstol’s helplessness some more.
‘Prince of Highland North,’ he called. ‘You are
captured here and you must return home right
now! Don’t you know you can’t leave your city
unguarded for too long?
‘Or do you indeed not fear, most gentle
Protector, that your city may be left in the hands
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of the traitors that sold you here… if you linger
too long on my offer without a decision?!
‘Or do you not fear, Arstol?! Do you not fear
what the usurpers would do to Princess Ereon
when they cease your city?!
‘Only my offer is your lifeline now, Arstol! Just
bow down to me and I’ll set you free and also
grant your wildest dreams!’
Celson and Xandur looked intently into the
young noble’s eyes, waiting keenly on his next
words.
Arstol remained silent as Celson’s words
troubled him.
The offer seemed so mouth-watering, he
reasoned. Yet it didn’t appear costing anything at
all.
Well, except only a bow to another heirsen.
‘But a heirsen must he only bow down to the
Father-King,’ Arstol contemplated in a mumble.
The North prince had had to make a few
choices since he started off on the path that led
him here.
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And at every crossroad, there always seemed to
be a solitary path that he left for the feet-worn
lanes.
But now that the young prince was stuck in a
bigger dilemma, Arstol decided to seek out the way
back in that less-trodden path.
He muttered again. ‘But a heirsen must only
bow down to the Father and King.’
Celson and Xandur heard the young noble
murmur something. But neither of them heard him
well.
‘Did you say something?’ queried Celson.
‘Yes, I did. I’m ready to bow,’ replied Arstol.
Celson breathed a sigh of relief. And he stood
straight to receive that fateful bow.
The West prince commanded for Arstol’s
fetters to be loosed so he could bow with ease.
And the two bastards standing close hastened to
lose Arstol.
Prince Xandur knew what that bow from
Arstol really meant. He knew that bow wasn’t
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earning the North prince a path into the Great
League.
He knew Arstol wasn’t going to kneel and then
rise up into the League’s affluence. Xandur knew
too well that Arstol was going to go down
completely destroyed with that bow.
Now Celson and Xandur took a few of steps
backward, with Celson standing shoulder high in
front to receive the fall.
And then, suddenly, Arstol raised his hands
high, turned about to the opposite direction, and
fell prostrate with his face to the dust.
In that moment, some heavy drops of tears
wetted the ground as Arstol wept for his many
wrongs and begged the Father-King for mercy.
A contrite Arstol rolled forth and back in the
low dust as he cried bitterly for failing the Fatherof-All.
That moment, Celson and Xandur were hit
with surprise.
Then suddenly, a silver bolt of lightning
appeared in the lofty skies and it touched the
ground where Arstol lay flat.
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Then, drawing down a torrent of sparkling rain
upon the crushed and contrite one, the bolt kissed
his entire cracked skin with intense, welding fire...
the waters also washing off the painting gels
masking his crystal sparkle.
There and then, both heirsen conspirators
dropped to the ground along with the guarding
bastards.
For everyone was shattered with a great
astonishment.
Celson and Xandur sat in dust, utterly shaken.
They never thought they could lose Arstol just
when they had got him in their hands.
They looked at the young heirsen as his crystal
armour shone again in one piece, like every heirsen
was born to.
No, the West prince couldn’t bear it now.
Neither could Olde Glassfield handle himself.
Right then, Prince Celson screamed out loud. It
was the loud yell of a frustrated one.
‘AARGH…!!!’ he cried.
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And just then, Celson’s unicorn came flying
near from a nearby park. At the sound of the cry
of its master.
But rather than perch at Celson’s side, the
winged steed flew to a prostrated Arstol, and
roosted gently by his side.
Prince Arstol raised himself from the dust and
mounted the huge beast. The unicorn gave a low
grunt of submission as Arstol bestrode it.
And just before the conspirators could race
down to that spot, Prince Arstol was up in the air
already.
And flying home free – and victorious.
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Chapter 29

PERCHED in Highland North, and finally settled

in his own citadel, Prince Arstol couldn’t grasp
what happened to him back there at the Dungeon
of Fears.
Everything felt to Arstol like an avalanche of
extraordinary events crashing on him. And he still
hadn’t sought himself out.
Arstol found his city secure and guarded when
he came back.
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For Princess Ereon had taken the stand in
Arstol’s absence, and had defended the city and
citadel.
Ereon spotted the spies before they could
overtake the citadel.
Then she captured every one of them, locked
them up in the citadel jail, and made them pine
away there till she would find her prince.
Prince Arstol returned to her valiant princess.
And when he saw her again, he was really sorry and
deeply grateful.
Ereon was too pleased she found her priceless
one. And so really pleased was the North princess,
that she cried when she hugged him tight.
Prince Arstol went over to the parchment
chamber afterwards. It was the chamber where the
Book of Ages sat.
The noble prince wanted to thank the FatherKing. Particularly for that great pardon over his
wrongdoings.
So Prince Arstol went into the hallowed
chamber, knelt before the open Book of Ages, and
there he burst out in lively recitals of thanksgiving.
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Soon the prince broke down crying. He
thought of all he’d experienced at the Dungeon.
Thought of his grave rebellion and disobedience.
He thought about how he was almost lured
into the web of darkness by some fallen hiersens.
And yet again, he marvelled at such a great
mercy he found that closed up his cracks, and
made the enemy’s unicorn carry him home.
The noble prince fell on his face before the
sacred Book, and he confessed that he was
undeserving of that great mercy.
Now Prince Arstol wanted to make things right
and straighten his crooked ways.
He would level every valley and fill up every
hole… so he wouldn’t stumble again and fall out
of that gracious mercy.
Thus, the North prince laid down on that
wooden floor, and he poured out his sincere
apologies again to the Father-King.
He went as far back as he could possibly
remember. And there he broke down into pieces
before the Father-of-All, opening up everything
that was Arstol.
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Prince Arstol’s experience at the Dungeon of
Fears were to the North prince an unforgettable
experience…
In a moment he fought gallantly like a warrior.
Yet in the next he crashed so hard to the ground
like a fool.
The prince toured through his many
experiences at the dungeon; but he found himself
stuck on a peculiar one.
The disappearance of the cracks on his skin.
Arstol had always known that body cracks can
really disappear when bared open.
He also knew that when cracks are concealed
and covered, they wouldn’t ever heal up nor would
they disappear.
Yet, like most heirsens, Arstol had forgotten
that cracks on crystal skins really did disappear…
when a remorseful heirsen laid it bare and naked
before the Father-King.
Thus, Arstol had joined in the custom of the
heirsen world to cover up his crack when he got
one in the groins of his skirt.
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He’d put efforts into mending the crack, but
rather than it disappearing, it only widened and
deepened more and more.
It all started on a fateful day when Arstol was
unfaithful to his solemate, Ereon. For the shining
prince laid with a beautiful lady that wasn’t his to
own.
And Arstol’s glass body cracked up right in the
groins.
Yet, in a bid to hide his skin crack from Ereon
and from the Father-King himself, Arstol
decorated the cracked spot with a painting of
thistle flower.
But then the mystic paint gel that heirsens
applied to flawed spots only created painfully
sweet sensations. Sensations that made heirsens
crave the flaws even more.
And so, Prince Arstol went back to his mistress
as the two kept laying together.
Then as Arstol continued over those tides, the
cracks in his groins only deepened, and broadened,
and widened.
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Thus the prince kept expanding the flower
paintings to further hide the crack on his skirt of
crystal glass.
However, a day came that Arstol felt altogether
disgusted about himself. And so he stopped seeing
his mistress.
But then the noble’s cracks remained on his
crystal skin, and with the painted patch also. For
they didn’t disappear as the tides rolled by.
Soon the North prince forgot about the cracks
on his body. Yet he’d always concealed it. Lest his
solemate suspected it, and lest the Father knew.
Now Arstol remembered the events that caused
the cracks in his groin.
He also remembered the transformation that
happened to his skin at the Dungeon of Fears; and
he was in awe of the Father-King.
Arstol recalled that he couldn’t afford the
luxury of covering up the new cracks at the
Dungeon.
And he was grateful that he went through the
pains… to witness the cleansing and healing.
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Prince Arstol sat up on the ground now, pulled
his legs in and sat crossed-legged.
He was excited that he’d discovered a golden
truth, where he sat there in front of the Book of
Ages.
‘How did I forget this?’ he wondered aloud.
‘How did I forget cracks disappear completely,
when we lay it bare to the Father in remorse?!’
That moment, a big, bright smile lit up Arstol’s
visage. It suddenly occurred to him to share the
beautiful finding with Ereon.
‘I’ve found it!’ he beamed. ‘Really, Ereon must
hear this!’ he exclaimed, jumping to his feet
straightaway.
The prince made to hasten down to his
solemate and tell her what he just discovered. But
then his feet dragged sluggishly after him.
Arstol felt really hesitant to face Ereon with
this, the truth about body cracks.
For in telling his lady about body cracks, Arstol
must tell the truth about his own body.
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Arstol saw now that the crack in question
wasn’t just a hurting sight to the Father. The one
whose spotless form and resemblance his heirs
bore.
But the young prince admitted that the crack
was also a grave betrayal to Ereon, his one and
only.
For, indeed, Arstol knew that his solemate
owned that exclusive right to his body.
‘Ah how do I tell Ereon?!’ Arstol wondered
now, sighing heavily.
‘This is too much to say! No, this is too big!
How do I tell Ereon I did this!’
Then Arstol bowed his head heavily and
breathed a quiet sigh.
‘Now I see why heirsens cover up flaws! I see
why we cover up cracks! Cracks are too shameful
to reveal, I see!’
But then Arstol didn’t know his solemate knew.
And that she’d been hurting since the very first
day.
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No, Arstol didn’t know that Ereon knew.
And that she was still hoping he’ll tell her.
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Chapter 30

PRINCE Arstol stood conquered in the parchment

chamber, as he hesitated about opening up to his
lady on the matter of his infidelity.
Arstol knew there was no way around the very
way.
He knew there was no shortcut or alternative to
the way out… if he was truly remorseful and more
responsible as he claimed.
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Yet the young prince thought to take it one
step at a time, and start by being generously kind
to Ereon.
Arstol thought to shower his princess with all
affections and care; and to give her many things
that make for happiness.
He thought to spoil Ereon with lovely things
first; then he’d pick up courage to break the news
to her later.
Indeed, Arstol cared so much for himself. He
feared to see his wronged wife take it all out on
him.
Thus, the Prince of Highland stepped out of
the parchment chamber now, and he headed out to
find Ereon.
For the young noble had decided to start with
his gracious acts of chivalry today.
So Arstol walked down to the south-side of the
beautiful Garden of Honour, where he was told
Princess Ereon was.
The North prince was still at a distance when
he sighted Ereon talking with a young lady.
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But the two ladies
approaching prince.

were

backing

the

Arstol squinted his eyes to peer at the stranger
well… with every step he took nearer the talking
two.
And with every step closer to them, the prince’s
speculation was confirmed even more.
‘Ah, my sin has come to find me!’ he gasped
aloud now; and there he froze in his steps.
For just then, Arstol was absolutely sure that it
was his mistress.
Right about then, the prince desperately hoped
that he would disappear and cease to be. But that
wouldn’t happen; for he’d got to face everything.
At that moment, the talking party heard the
laden sigh behind them, and the heirsens turned
back to see the person approaching.
Arstol cringed in shame and turned about
immediately. That moment he regretted he hadn’t
told his solemate himself.
Ah, I have lost it now! Now that Ereon is hearing
it from the lady! Ah, I have so lost it with my Ereon!
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But then Arstol heard his solemate speak up.
‘My prince, you want to see me?’
The prince turned back to say no, so he could
back away immediately.
But just as he turned to the standing party, the
strange lady curtseyed reverently.
‘Your Royal Highness,’ she said.
Arstol was forced to look in the lady’s face as
she genuflected. And the prince was shocked to see
that it wasn’t his mistress at all.
Right then, a cold, relieving breeze poured on
Arstol’s tense skin. And he let out a hefty sigh.
He turned to his princess. ‘Yes, I want to see
you!’ he declared boldly.
Ereon patted the other lady in the back and
excused her. ‘I’ll come check on your son after
now,’ she said. ‘Don’t worry; he’ll be fine.’
Then the North princess handed the lady a
basket a fruits.
‘Give this to him for me. Tell him to make the
Princess proud by conquering everything!’
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The lady showed her appreciation. She took the
basket, curtseyed and took leave of the nobles.
Now Arstol wasn’t ready to take the risk
anymore. He decided he wouldn’t live in the fear
of his secret being exposed by another.
With the lady gone, the North prince was now
ready to tell Ereon everything he’d been hiding.
Arstol and Ereon settled down in the garden,
sitting on a large boulder.
Then the North prince told his solemate that
he’d been unfaithful to her. His eyes were wet
when he was telling her.
But then Ereon stopped his prince before he
could tell the story. She decided to spare both him
and her the agony.
A tear streamed down the princess’ eyes. She
made to talk but words weren’t coming.
Arstol took over and spoke.
‘I am sorry, Ereon! I am so sorry that I lack
adequate words! Please forgive me, and I won’t
break your heart ever again!’
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Ereon wiped her eyes with the back of her
hand. She spoke at last.
‘You really hurt me, you know! You really hurt
me, Arstol!
‘But then I had to be strong for us. I found out
long ago and I forgave you. It was when everything
was happening.
‘I wanted to face you about it when you cracked
in your groins, you know.
‘But then you kept patching up the increasing
cracks; so I wasn’t sure you’d be sorry and come
back to me.’
Arstol cringed at the words. He moaned, ‘I’m
sorry, Ereon. I am really so sorry!’
Ereon let out a quiet breath. ‘I am also sorry,’
she said. ‘I shouldn’t have borne this alone.
‘I shouldn’t have assumed you wouldn’t listen.
Honestly, I should have faced you about it. For
your own sake; and even for our sake, too.
‘I am so sorry, Arstol!’ breathed the damsel.
‘No, Ereon,’ objected the prince. ‘I’m the one
who did wrong; I’m the one who hurt you.
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‘I didn’t leave you the opportunity to open up
to me, did I? I’m the bad one here, Ereon. I am
really so sorry!’
Indeed, the solemate pair now bared themselves
to each other.
And from that moment, a beautiful love and
trust were kindled in their togetherness.
Like the purest of all flames and fire.
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Chapter 31

XANDUR Prince of Olde Glassfield was shaken

beyond words, where he stood at his work
chamber in his city’s Grand Tower.
That cold, frosty morning, Prince Xandur
stared speechlessly at a piece of parchment. It was
a quick note from Pelicas and the spies he sent up
North.
For the spies had been banished from Prince
Arstol’s city.
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The message in the letdown note was simple.
And Prince Xandur read it to himself.
The egg is broken from inside. But it hatched itself
and life came forth. Now Highland North dazzles in
the purest glories of crystal, and has become a newborn wonder.

Xandur read the message over and again – as
though his re-reading might change the
disappointment in the note.
But then the message hit the Glassfield prince
too hard.
He gasped: ‘How can it be? How is it possible?’
Prince Xandur staggered about, then settled in
a seat. He felt beaten hands down; he felt so
defeated.
The old noble let out a loud scream. It was a
scream of frustration.
But Xandur’s impulsive yell wasn’t a frustration
over Prince Arstol. It was rather a brash protest to
the Father-King.
‘How could you do this to me?!’ he pouted
bitterly.
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‘I served you with my everything, and you know
it! I brought in thousands of bastards into the
realm – and you know this too!
‘I raised many protectors for you! What haven’t
I done for you?!’ he moaned and sunk his head,
whimpering.
The next moment, the old prince raised his
gaze up and blurted.
‘Why do you hate me so much? What have I
done to deserve this? You know how much I tried
to have a spotless skin; you know it! Why then did
you choose Arstol over me?!
‘Why did you choose the child over his
guardian? Why? Why? Why did you ever prefer
little Arstol to me?!’
Now Xandur bowed his head over the desk in
front of him. He shook with a long, breathless cry.
In that moment silence enveloped the whole
place. And all Xandur could hear was his
conscience and thoughts whispering.
His conscience told him he knew the answer to
everything. It showed him the pride and rebellion
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in his stand… as he was only raised from low dust
like everyone else.
Again, Xandur’s thoughts told him he’d got
several many opportunities to be remorseful and
accepted back… even right there and then.
But with each chance the old prince found, he
only protested back each time, and blamed
everything but himself.
Now Xandur felt exhausted; so he sat back in
his chair and rested.
There was a hard knock on the door right then,
and the prince jolted back to life. He quickly
brushed off his tears, then asked his guest in.
The guest walked in. It was Celson Prince of
West Stongate.
Prince Xandur stood up to receive the young
noble.
‘I should have sent for you like I always do
right?’ Celson spoke as he strode in. ‘But I haven’t
taken a proper look at your Glassfield city,’ he
said.
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Then Celson corrected just as soon. ‘No, my
Olde Glassfield.’
Xandur was displeased. He didn’t like Celson’s
insinuation that his own city was becoming his.
No, he hated to hear him call Olde Glassfield his.
Prince Xandur knew Glassfield had lost her
very essence – since he signed that pact with
Dalleon Prince of Waterfort.
Yes, Xandur admitted he’d traded the city to
the Great League. But all the same, he hated to
accept that his beloved city nearly belonged to the
League now.
Indeed, the city of Olde Glassfield now
appeared to be a field of splinters and smithereens.
Yet the old protector was still not ready to give
that ruins away to anybody.
For that crystal city of yesterday was all Xandur
had got left to own and pride over now. So he
wouldn’t take even the slightest joke about its
ownership.
Prince Xandur didn’t smile to acknowledge
Celson’s stance at all. He only offered him a seat
over the desk.
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Now Celson declined, reiterating his purpose of
visit.
‘I want to take a tour through my city,’ he said.
‘I want to see Olde Glassfield in all its expanse.’
And then the West prince added quietly: ‘The
Great League has asked for your city. The time has
come for us to take it over completely!’
That said, Prince Celson walked out and shut
the doors after him.
And Xandur crashed down to the ground in
sweat and tears.
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Chapter 32

LOSING to Arstol didn’t matter anymore – for the

Glassfield prince who was nearly losing his city.
Xandur was losing the last thing that made him
Protector and Prince, with what Prince Celson of
West Stongate had hinted.
So, there on the ground where he’d just crashed
to on that frosty morning, he felt emptied and
vain; he felt used and voided.
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Yes, Xandur felt so low. And lower, in fact,
than all bastards he’d encountered at the battles to
win them.
But still sorrow and pain became too weak a
looking glass to reflect the noble’s thoughts and
feelings.
For Xandur felt utterly lost and done with… as
he was neither a noble heirsen nor a rotten bastard
now.
The old noble crawled over to the furniture set
at the other side of that chamber right then. He
thought to cry out to the Father-King for mercy,
and turn back into his gracious arms.
He thought to plead him to welcome him back.
Even if he’d be made the least in his glorious
kingdom.
Yes, Xandur thought to beg that much.
But then the old heirsen stopped himself a
moment. He reasoned that turning to the FatherKing still seemed too early.
Particularly now that he’d got one last option
he hadn’t tried out yet.
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‘No, I’ve got an option I haven’t even used!’ he
blurted with a thrill in his voice.
‘And I can’t possibly give up if I’ve not tried
every quarter,’ he reasoned enthusiastically.
The prince paused
consideration.

for a moment

of

‘Well if it fails,’ he resumed – ‘if it fails at all,
then I’ve got no reason why I wouldn’t turn to the
Father for help.
‘So I’m going to try out my last card: I will go
meet Dalleon in Waterfort and make a new
bargain.
‘Prince Dalleon cannot deny me now; no he
cannot!’ he said, jolting up to his feet.
Suddenly, the chamber doors swung wide open.
And it let in a broad beam of light, along with
beautiful snowflakes and ice crystals.
Then a figure strode inside and Xandur glared
at him, wondering who the stranger was.
The stranger spoke up and his voice was bold
and clear.
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‘Xandur Protector of Olde Glassfield,’ he
called.
Xandur looked little closer and he saw it was
Arstol Prince of Highland North.
The Glassfield prince trembled in his feet as his
guest strutted in. He shuddered and stammered to
get words coming.
‘What… what brings you here?! What brings
you to Olde Glassfield?!’ he stuttered.
Then he looked to the doors and found it
bolted shut. Yet he didn’t remember seeing his
guest close it after him.
Prince Arstol replied in that instant. ‘I am here
for Olde Glassfield. I have come to take my city
back.’
Xandur was baffled beyond thought. His
hurried through his next words in an anxious
voice.
‘What? What are you saying? What d’ you
mean?’
Arstol lowered himself in a comfortable seat.
‘There isn’t many left here with the pure crystal in
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their garment. And that only saddens me,’ he
began.
‘The armour of crystal glass is now tainted on
almost everybody in Olde Glassfield, because you
their protector have gone in the way of error.’
He paused a moment, and then said, ‘That is
why I am here, Prince Xandur of Olde Glassfield. I
am here to take the city for myself.’
Xandur shuddered terribly and ran to his giant
blade, the Father’s sword.
He drew out the large, glowing sword from its
sheath and came running back.
He wielded the blade in a ferocious wave as he
charged back towards a seated Arstol.
‘How dare you covet Olde Glassfield, huh?!’ he
yelled as he scrabbled about. ‘How dare you want
to take my city? How dare you, Arstol?!’
But Prince Arstol was quiet and still. He didn’t
reply a word.
As the Glassfield prince ran back and aimed his
sword towards the seated guest, the blade suddenly
caught some intense fire, and it burned ferociously.
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Right then the steel melted with intense heat.
And Xandur threw it down in dread. He staggered
back immediately and crashed to the ground
broken.
‘Who… who are you?! You are not Arstol…
you only took his form! Just who are you, my
Lord?!’
Then Prince Xandur cried so hard, but his
guest didn’t say a word in response.
He cried and groaned in a lot of distress; but
there was no answer from the seated one.
Now the Glassfield noble realised it must be
the Father-King in front of him now. He realised
his guest was only taking Arstol’s form and
appearance.
Then Prince Xandur raised his protest again,
lamenting bitterly in his stance.
‘Is it too much to ask, Father and King? It is
too much to ask for honour and glory?
‘Is it too much for me to design my right
shoulder when it cracked up ugly? And what is so
wrong in designing the left side too… when I have
already designed the other one?’
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He punched the ground with a big blow. ‘I am
a prince and protector!’ he blurted. ‘I couldn’t have
coloured only one shoulder and left the other!
‘I couldn’t have used colouring elements
inferior to gold like just any heirsen. Or what else
could I have done to help it, Father?!’
He looked in the Father’s face to mark any sign
of agreement there, but there was no reaction to
everything he was saying.
Xandur charged on regardless.
‘Talk of that submissive bow to Dalleon – how
could I have helped bowing, when the prince was
so great and deserving?!
‘Ah, what is so wrong in the things I have done,
Father? Everyone’s the same everywhere…
including bastards?
‘What is so special in what I have done, Father
and King?!’
Now Xandur was at loss for any more words to
prove himself right. And he just bowed his head
and moaned softly.
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A small quiet wrapped up the whole chamber,
and Xandur’s grumbles now seemed to echo back
in his inner ears in that moment of stillness.
Every word was like a sword aimed at the
prince himself. They were like shadows of his past
pointing menacingly in his face.
The Father-King rose up to his feet now. And
he walked towards the exit.
Xandur sprang to his feet and hurried to take
hold of the Father’s hand.
‘Where will I go from here, if you take away
my princehood and take away my city?’ he asked
nervously.
The Father turned about and answered.
‘You will fade out of the kingdom of all noble
heirsens. You will phase out into unending doom
in a place beneath the terrains of bastards… there
in the crust of the Black Pit.’
Xandur crashed to the ground in utter dread.
He gasped. ‘Have mercy on me, I plead! Have
mercy on me, please!’
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But the Father looked down and shook his
head.
‘Not after the gates of mercy have been shut
closed!’
With that, he walked out through the bolted
door – a mist of light and snow carting him away
from there.
Then Xandur cried out in an intense agony, a
burning stream of tears coursing down his
reddened eyes.
He cried many tears lamenting wasted graces
and squandered chances. Then suddenly everything
started turning gory black in front of him.
His crystal body started to painfully crumble
into filthy smithereens.
Yet the old heirsen could feel his whole being,
in spite of the fact that he was disintegrating into
splinters of crystal sands.
Thus the fallen prince faded out into
nothingness, there in the heirsen world.
And he reappeared a doomed being in the crust
of a cursed pit.
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For in the glorious world of all heirsens, the
battleground of a fallen warrior could become his
dungeon and grave.
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For if, after they have escaped the pollutions
of the world through the knowledge of the
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, they are again
entangled in them and overcome, the latter
end is worse for them than the beginning.
For it would have been better for them not to
have known way of righteousness, than having
known it, to turn from the holy
commandment delivered to them.
2ND PETER 2. 20 – 21
_____
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